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James Thompson

Staff Matters 

We are delighted to announce that Mr. Aaron Daley has
accepted the position of Secretary-Treasurer and Match

Director of the DCRA (The Secretary,  for  short). More informa-
tion about Aaron appears in this issue of the Marksman. This
position, which is part-time, in accordance with the re-structuring
of the DCRA administration and management, supersedes that of
Executive Director.
I am sure that all members will welcome Aaron Daley to the
DCRA and support and assist him in this new challenge.
For me, this means that my temporary sojourn as Interim
Executive Director will soon come to an end. I would like to thank
all  those  who  have  worked  with  me  since last September,
especially  Betty  Ann Ferguson and Peter Vaughan,  and the
members of the Planning and Priorities Committee. To those who
were not happy about my taking on this responsibility, I can only
say that you will not have to put up with me for much longer, so
that you will soon be able to sleep more peacefully at night and at
other times. Doing this job has been a strange experience for me,
but it has given me a much greater sense and appreciation of what
goes on behind the scenes at the DCRA. We don't know how
much we have to be thankful for.
Peter Vaughan has agreed to remain with us, as part-time
Accountant and Statistician. Betty Ann Ferguson remains as full-
time Office Manager. With these changes, there will inevitably be
a period of re-adjustment and settling down. All our staff will need
our support, patience, understanding and assistance. 
Winter Postal Programme 2007-08 
The Winter Programme is well underway, with Julie Belanger and
her group getting ready to mark targets and review scores. We
have been fortunate in receiving a significant grant from the Royal
Canadian Legion to support entries from Cadet Teams and
Individuals. We have been able to lower entry fees and increase
prizes for cadets.  While  the  grant  came a little late to make a
significant impact this year, we hope that it will stimulate increase 

entries in the future. We are most grateful for this support and
warmly thank BGen Duane Daly for making it possible. 
Looking towards Summer 2008
Details of the 2008 CFRC and entry forms may be found in this
issue of the Marksman, and are also on the web site. Please keep
an eye on the latter for announcements of any changes in the
CFRC. Please note also the changes in camping at Connaught,
rules for meals and accommodation at Connaught, the
Commonwealth Games Trial and the F Class Tournament.  And,
please, get your entries in early!
Future International Teams
In addition to the annual Team to Bisley, Canadian shooters may
be interested in being members of teams under consideration for:

The America Match
to be held at Raton, USA, in September, 2008;

The South African 80th Anniversary Championships 
to be held at Bloomfontein in March-April, 2009;

The TR World Championships in Australia, 
October (tentative) 2011.

More details of these are on the DCRA web site.
DCRA Annual General Meeting
The Notice of and Agenda for the AGM were printed in the last
issue, as were the Nomination Forms for Council. Due to the cost
of putting on an evening meal by the Connaught kitchen, we will
not hold the Saturday evening dinner there. We will book a table
at a local restaurant and encourage as many as possible to get
together that evening. Details will appear on the web site in due
course. Finally, those attending the Meetings who wish to have
accommodation at Connaught are required to inform the DCRA as
quickly as possible, since it may be in short supply. We hope to be
able to arrange rooms, along with breakfast and lunch, but we can-
not do this at the last moment.   

Jim Thompson
Soon to be ex-Interim Executive Director 

INTRODUCTION

The New Secretary-Treasurer and Match Director of the DCRA

We  are  very pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. Aaron Daley to the new
position of Secretary-Treasurer and Match Director of the DCRA. This position,

with its somewhat indigestible title, call it DCRA Secretary for short, supersedes that of
the Executive Director. The position is part-time, with a year-round appointment,  but with
a much greater intensity of work during the busy summer months.
Aaron Daley retired from the Canadian Forces in 2006, following a busy 13-year career.
He attended Royal Military College, obtaining a degree in Political and Economic science.
He served as an infantry officer with the Royal Canadian Regiment in Canada and in
Bosnia.  He also served as a staff officer at National Defence Headquarters with the office
of Protocol and Foreign Liaison responsible for hosting and escorting foreign dignitaries
on defence related and other visits to Canada.
He is no stranger to shooting, the grandson of the late WM "Magpie Bill" Beatty, he has
been a member of the 1992 Royal Canadian Army Cadet Team to Bisley, captain of the
2000 Canadian Forces Team to Bisley, and a member of NCRRA and the DCRA.
We  welcome  Aaron  Daley  to the DCRA and are looking forward to him sharing his
experience and enthusiasm with us.
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RANGE SPORTS UNLIMITED
Paul Reibin

854 Pleasant Street
Kamloops, B.C.          Canada V2C 3B5

Telephone: (250) 372-7030                                                               Fax: (250) 372-3405
***************************************************************************************

For the target shooter I make quality Target Rifles. 
Actions by rpa international or whatever you supply or want. 
Other parts and accessories in stock are Gehmann, Anschütz,

and my own exclusive Range Sports™ line.

NEW!! Range Sports™ Hand Stops/Sling Swivels.
Contoured to provide comfortable fit and solid hold. Quick release swivel. Right or left hand. 

Range Sports™ front sight mounts fit .750 (3/4”) and .8125 (13/16”) muzzle.
Range Sports™ vertical adjustable butt plates. Quality aluminum. 

Super grip rubber pad. Now new 6 way adjustable Butt Plates.

*    Laminated Maple stocks engineered and made in Canada. 
Cheek rise and rail installed. Custom and Bench Rest Stocks too.

*    Aluminum trigger guards, also by Range Sports™ 
*    “CH” Rear sights for Target Rifle - right or left hand fit standard ‘V’ base.  The Best

OTHER ITEMS FOR SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
* ‘Dewey’ long and extra long cleaning rods and adaptors.
* Bench rest bronze brushes
* “Super Tiger” front sights and inserts, metal inserts too.
* Stainless steel, cut rifled, barrels in 223 (5.56) and 308 (7.62) Cal.  Other calibers available.
* Quality cleaning chemicals, including Sweets.
* Canjar trigers to fit most popular actions, rpa international triggers too.
* Quality KOWA spotting scopes and other sporting scopes.
* Most popular target rifle scopes.
* Range Sports™ Shooting mats, light, fold-up, easy to carry.

Moisture resistant fabric and padding. Super non-slip rubber.
* For extra support and comfort, the Range Sports™ Shooters Jersey is a must. 

Still 100% cotton, now with 2-way zipper.
* The Range Sports™ Shooters Cap. Adjustable, quality fabric,

plastic insert in peak for easy care.
* Popular and durable Gehmann mitts, slings, iris for front and

rear sights, and optic iris - all in stock.
* Champion shooting glasses and accessories.  Coloured, corrective and special lenses.
* Sierra and Hornady bullets.
* Popular propellent powders and primers.
* Target ammunition.

Current Price list is available on request.
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The 126th Annual Canadian Fullbore Rifle Championships             
Connaught Ranges, Ottawa

2008

Dr. Jim Thompson
Chairman CFRC Programme Committee

Details of the Programme and entry forms may be found in this
issue of the Canadian Marksman and on the DCRA web

site. The full CFRC programme and schedule are on the web site.
The Programme and Rules Booklet will be mailed in advance to
those who enter in good time. These notes are designed to point
out the main changes for this year.

1. The CFRC will start on Friday 15th August with the
Final of the Governor General's on Saturday 23rd August. The
Programme will be similar to that offered in 2005 and earlier
years. Essentially that means a more relaxed schedule than in the
past two years, with more time between relays. Please note that
under the schedule, the 223/556 Championship and the Long
Range Challenge will both be fired over two days on First Friday
and First Saturday. It will not be possible to combine the 223/556
Championship with either the Long Range Challenge or the Sierra
ISSF 300 metre Championship. But it is possible to fire in both
Long Range Challenge and the Sierra ISSF 300 metre
Championship. 

a. The Coaches Match will be revived this year and fired in
the early afternoon of First Tuesday.

b. A new Seniors Team Match will be fired on Second
Saturday alongside the Canada Match. This is for teams of 4 TR
shooters, plus a Captain and Coach, all of whom will be 60 years
of age or older on 1st July 2011. This is to start the preparations
for the Canadian Seniors Team in the next World Championship
in Australia. National teams, and teams from regions of Canada
may enter this match. For 2008, to help get it going, there will be
no entry fee.

c. The Coulter, Harrison and Otter Trophies will be re-
assigned for individual Under 25 shooters in the All Comers
Aggregate, Gzowski Aggregate and Canadian Open TR
Championship respectively. Medals will be awarded to the top
shooter in each event.

d. Early and Late Short Course Aggregates will again be
offered for those who cannot complete the full Grand Aggregate. 

e. The Grand Aggregate will be squadded for a maximum
of 280 TR and F Class shooters, first come - first served. This
number may be revised, upwards or downwards, as entries are
received. Once the final decision is taken on the number of butt
markers, there can be no further change and entries may be closed.   

2. The Commonwealth Games Selection Trial will finish
on Sunday 24th  August with a full day shoot for the top 24 shoot-
ers entered in the Trial. The scores that day will be added to the
scores made in the selection aggregate in 2007 and 2008. Please
refer to the 2007 and 2008 DCRA Programmes for details of the
selection aggregate. The names of the 24 shooters who qualify to
shoot in the Sunday Final will be announced on Second Thursday
afternoon following completion of the Gibson. Scores made in the
Gatineau, and the Governor General's Final or Bisley Qualifier
will count in the overall aggregate. From the total scores in the
Trial, the top four (4) shooters will take part in training sessions in
2009. The Games will be in India in October 2010, with the
Commonwealth Shooting Federation Championships being held
in 2009. There will not be any fee for entering the 2008 selection
stages. However, Canadian shooters will be asked to register for
the trial on the CFRC Entry Form.  Those  in  the  trial may be
subject to random drugs testing in accordance with
Commonwealth Games Rules. 

3. The Canadian Open F Class Long Range Shooting
Tournament will be held from Monday 25th to Wednesday 27th
August. This will be similar in format to that held in 2006, with
both individual and team matches. Targets as close as possible to
those likely to be used at the 2009 F Class World Championships
at Bisley will be used. As in 2006, entries will be accepted from
F(O), F(F) and TR shooters, with scoring based on the system
used in 2006. For F(O) shooters, the ICFRA F Class scoring rules
to be used in the 2009 F Class World Championship may apply.
Please note that this event will only be held if there are at least 40
paid-up entries in the hands of the DCRA by 1st May 2008.

4. Accommodation and Meals at Connaught. As is
apparent to all who go to Connaught, the base is an increasing
busy place. Our arrangements for accommodation and meals have
to fit in with the overall staffing levels and mesh with military pri-
orities. There are some changes this year to which we will all have
to adapt.

a. The family camping area is being permanently closed to
allow construction of a new military facility on that site. There
will be no space available for RVs, caravans or 5th wheels. Those
wishing  to  stay  in  the  latter type of vehicle will have to use
commercial off-site camping facilities. The nearest to Connaught
is Ottawa Municipal Campground, 411 Corkstown Road, Nepean,
Ontario. Seasonal  inquiries from May  to  October  phone  613-
828-6632 or Ottawa Parks Reservation Toll free 1-800-668-7275.
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Early reservation is strongly recommended. Following discussion,
Connaught has agreed to make some space available for light
camper-trailers and private tents. You may request this on the
entry form. We don't know where it will be, but there should be
electrical power available.

b. Those who wish to stay in the Connaught Barracks
should request and pay for this on the entry form. Connaught has
decreed that barracks accommodation can only be obtained with
an inclusive meal package (3 meals per day) for $25 per day.
Those who pay for this package will receive a meal ticket for use
in the Connaught kitchen. Barracks accommodation without
meals, or full meals without barracks accommodation, cannot be
had. The only dispensation on this that Connaught has allowed is
for those, not staying in the barracks, who want lunch in the mess.
This will be available daily on a walk-up, cash payment basis.

c. Due to the increasing cost of the Saturday BBQ, as laid
on by Connaught, the current plan is not to hold such an event,
unless we can arrange to an acceptable (to Connaught) outside
caterer to do the meal at a reasonable cost. We will hold the usual
Meet and Greet early on Saturday evening, with a cash bar and

finger foods. Each competitor will receive one drink ticket, with
the cost of that and the snacks built into the entry fee. If the BBQ
can be held, announcements will be made on the DCRA web site.
The deadline for receipt of entries eligible for the "Early Bird
Draw" is Friday 23rd May 2008. Such entries must be fully paid
and in the hands of the DCRA by that date.

Golf cart rentals will be available, but, at the time of writing, we
do not have prices. They will be posted on the web site as soon as
possible. Golf carts must be booked and paid for in advance. Since
we have to contract for a certain number of carts, there can be no
refund  if  the  cart  is  cancelled  after  this  number  has  been
confirmed. We will post the sate for this on the web site.

Please make your entries as early as possible! We try to fine-tune
the numbers of hired staff to meet all requirements, but we do not
wish to over-hire. At certain dates, decisions will be made on
staffing, after which the entry limits will be closed. We don't
want to turn anyone away, but to avoid the chance of this,
please entry early! 

Zola’s Restaurant and Fresh Pasta Shop
194 Robertson Road
Village Mews Plaza

Bells Corners (Nepean)

Restaurant Hours
Sunday and Monday 11:30 am to 9:00 pm
Tuesday to Saturday 11:30 am to 10:00 pm

For reservations call
613-721-0227

A great place to have your team dinner!!

The Keepsake Sheet consists of 20 stamps, and
includes a larger image for you to keep as a 
souvenir.  Makes a great gift! ($24.00)

The full sheet consists of 40 stamps. Each stamp is
valued at the current domestic rate and can be used
to mail a standard-size envelope weighing up to 30
grams to anywhere in Canada.  ($35.00)

Order yours now!!!

The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association Stamps
are now available.
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From the cold crisp waters of 
Atlantic Canada, we offer only 

freshness flavours, 
the finest from the Sea.

Woodman’s Sea
Products Ltd.

Specializing in

Available Fresh, Frozen and Salted

Snow Crab
Capelin
Cod
Ocean Perch
Lumpfish Roe
Skate

Flounder
Scallops
Monkfish
Herring
Cultivated Blue Mussels

Woodman’s Sea Products Ltd.
P.O. Box 149 New Harbour Phone: 709-582-2830
Trinity Bay, NL  A0B 2P0 Fax:     709-582-2937

e-mail:  inquiries@woodmanseaproducts.com
Visit us at:   www.woodmanseaproducts.com

Paul Reibin   DBA
RANGE SPORTS

UNLIMITED
854 Pleasant Street
Kamloops, BC  V2C 3B5

Phone: 250-372-7030
Fax: 250-372-3405

After serving our valued customers and friends during the Canadian Fullbore
Rifle Championships  in Ottawa for over 25 years, we have decided that 2008
will be our last year setting up shop at Connaught. We would like to thank
everyone for their support and hope that you will visit us in 2008. 

We look forward to seeing you then but remember you can contact us by
phone or fax  for all your shooting needs.

-Paul Reibin & Patricia Roberts
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Cibles Canada Targets
Jocelyn Langlois

Tel: 819-778-8857                 Fax:  819-778-2647

Sat. Sept 6th am Range Set Up
Sniper/Precision Walkback

afternoon Walkback continued 
as required

evening NSCC Sniper/Precision
Competitors Meeting

Sun. Sept 7th am NSCC Sniper
Matches 60, 61, 62

afternoon NSCC Sniper
Matches 63, 64, 65

evening Reshoots; Tie shoots
Match committee meetings
(as required)

Mon. Sept 8th am NSCC Sniper
Match 66, 67

afternoon NSCC Sniper Prize
Presentation
Pistol Zeroing

evening NSCC Pistol Competitors
meeting

Tues. Sept 9th am NSCC Pistol
Matches 20, 21, 22, 23

afternoon NSCC Pistol
Matches 24, 25, 26, 27

evening Reshoots; Tie shoots
Match committee meetings
(as required)

Wed. Sept 10th am NSCC Pistol
Matches 28, 54

afternoon NSCC Pistol Prize
Presentation

evening Service Rifle Competitors
meeting

Thurs.Sept 11th am Photo 0800
Service Rifle Walkback

afternoon NSCC SR Match 18
NSCC SR Match 52

evening Reshoots; Tie shoots
Match committee meetings
(as required)

Fri. Sept 12th am NSCC SR Matches 1-4
afternoon NSCC SR Matches 5-8
evening Reshoots; Tie shoots

Match committee meetings
(as required)

Sat. Sept 13th am NSCC SR Matches 9-12
afternoon NSCC SR Match 50

International Match
evening Reshoots; Tie shoots

Match committee meetings
(as required)

Sun. Sept 14th am NSCC SR Match 19
Stage 2

afternoon NSCC Service Rifle 
& 3 Gun 
Prize Presentation

Please note that there is a new pistol course of fire.
Check out our website for details (www.dcra.ca) 

and for up-to-date information on the 
National Service Conditions Championship

or any changes in the schedule

2008 National Service Conditions Championship Competition Schedule
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Summary of Schedule 
2008 CANADIAN FULLBORE RIFLE CHAMPIONSHIPS

First Thursday, 14th August  -  AM
The CANLOAN & Rex Goddard (Cadet Teams), 

7 rds at 500 and 600y

First Friday, 15th August  -  AM
Black Powder, 300 and 500/600y
The Sierra Canadian 300m ISSF Championship, 60 rds at 300m
The Canadian 223/556 Championship, 

15 rds at 300, 500 and 600y
First Friday, 15th August  -  PM
Black Powder, 200 and 500//600y
The Canadian Long Range Challenge Part 1, 

15 rds at 900m (twice)
The Canadian 223/556 Championship, 15 rds at 800m
First Friday, 15th August  - Evening
*The Ottawa Regiment, 15 rds at 800m

First Saturday, 16th August  -  AM
Black Powder, 700 and 800m
*The Gooderham, 15 rds at 500y and 10 rds at 900m
First Saturday, 16th August  -  PM
Black Powder 'Thousand', 900m
*The Army & Navy Veterans, 15 rds at 900m
The Canadian 223/556 Championship, 15 rds at 800 and 900m
The Canadian Long Range Challenge Part 2, 

15 rds at 900m (twice)

First Sunday, 17th August  -  AM
Black Powder International (Team), 900m
*The Tilton, 10 rounds at 300m and 600y
First Sunday, 17th August  -  PM
THE GRAND AGGREGATE COMMENCES
The Macdougall, 10 rounds at 300m and 500y

First Monday, 18th August  -  AM
The Norman Beckett, 10 rounds at 300m
The Colonel John C. Brick, 10 rounds at 500y
First Monday, 18th August  -  PM
The Norman Beckett , 10 rounds at 800m
The Colonel John C. Brick, 10 rounds at 600y
The Canadian 223/556 Championship, 15 rounds at 900m

First Tuesday, 19th August  -  AM
The Letson, 7 rounds at 300m and 500y
First Tuesday, 19th August  -  PM
The Coaches Match (TR & F Class Teams), 10 rounds at 900m
The Alexander of Tunis, 10 rounds at 900m
The Letson, 7 rounds at 600y

First Wednesday, 20th August  -  AM
The President's, 10 rounds at 300m and 500y
First Wednesday, 20th August  -  PM
The Gibson, 10 rounds at 800m
The President's, 10 rounds at 600y

Second Thursday, 21st August  -  AM
The Gibson, 10 rds at 300m and 600y

Second Thursday, 21st August  -  PM
The Provincial (team), 15 rds at 600y
The London Merchants (team), 15 rds at 900m
The Outlander (team), 15 rds at 600y and 900m
*The Street , 15 rds at 700, 800 and 900m
The Rideau Team, 10 rds at 900m
The Michael Faraday (team), 7 rds at 300, 500 and 600y

Second Friday, 22nd August  -  AM
The Gatineau, 15 rds at 900m
THE GRAND AGGREGATE FINISHES
Second Friday, 22nd August  -  PM
The Commonwealth (team), Under-25 Long Range (team), 
Lum Trophy (Team) and Algonquin (team):, 

10 rds at 800 and 900m
*The T. Hayhurst , 10 rds at 300, 500 and 600y

Second Saturday, 23rd August  -  AM
The Canada (team), Under-25 Short Range (team), Seniors
(Team) and Lansdowne (team): 10 rds at 300, 500 and 600y
*The S.J. Perry, 15 rds at 700, 800 and 900m
Second Saturday, 23rd August  -  Noon-ish
The F Class Final, 15 rds at 800 and 900m
The F Class Bisley Qualifier, 15 rds at 800 and 900m
The TR Bisley Qualifier, Relay 1, 15 rds at 800 and 900m
Second Saturday, 23rd August  -  PM
The TR Bisley Qualifier, Relay 2, 15 rds at 800 and 900m
The Governor General's Final, 15 rds at 800 and 900m

PRIZE PRESENTATION CEREMONY

Second Sunday, 24th August  -  AM
Commonwealth Games Selection Trial, 

10 rds at 300, 500 and 600y
Second Sunday, 24th August  -  PM
Commonwealth Games Selection Trial, 15 rds at 800 and 900m

MEDAL PRESENTATION CEREMONY

Second Monday, 25th August  -  AM
F Class Tournament Individual, 15 rds at 900m (twice)
Second Monday, 25th August  -  PM
F Class Tournament Individual, 15 rds at 900m
F Class Tournament Team Match, 15 rds at 900m

Second Tuesday, 26th August  -  AM
F Class Tournament Individual, 15 rds at 900m (twice)
Second Tuesday, 26th August  -  PM
F Class Tournament Individual, 15 rds at 900m
F Class Tournament Team Match, 15 rds at 900m

Second Wednesday, 27th August  -  AM
F Class Tournament Individual, 15 rds at 900m (twice)
Second Wednesday, 27th August  -  PM
F Class Tournament Team Match, 15 rds at 900m
F Class Tournament Individual Final, 15 rds at 900m

PRIZE PRESENTATION CEREMONY
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Roger Mullin
Chair: Rule Book Committee

The times they are achangin'. It is important for all members
who take part in DCRA sanctioned events and the CFRC to

take note of the material in this article.
As many may know, the DCRA is a founding member of the
International Confederation of Fullbore Rifle Associations
(ICFRA), along with all other major TR players such as the USA,
UK, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and others. In the
making for the better part of the past decade, this organization
came together during the summer of '07 in Ottawa to finally put
its stamp of approval on Technical Rules governing TR matches.
The initial purpose of these rules is to govern major international
events such as the Palma, and they will be used in the Palma
Matches of 2011 in Australia. We have had some experience with
these rules at the Palma match this summer at Connaught; all was
smooth sailing.
These newly minted ICFRA rules are meant to address all aspects
of running and competing in such events and do address most
matters  appearing  in  any country's  own current TR rules,
including  our  own. The rules represent a compromise and a
melding of the TR rules from all these players and have been care-
fully crafted to be "adoptable" for national use as well - our rules
played a major part in this process. There are minor differences
between our existing TR rules and these ICFRA rules (they will
be summarized later). I may confidently reassure anyone reading
that if your rifle and equipment pass current Canadian rules you
are most certainly legal in ICFRA events. In addition, ICFRA has
designed an entire set of new targets to be used in such events.
These targets are slightly more challenging than our existing ones,
but, to all intents and purposes, are very similar. Finally, these
ICFRA  rules include rules against the abuse of drugs or perform-
ance enhancing agents, something not currently in our rules but
under consideration for the past two years by the Executive.
In early December of '07 the Executive Committee met and con-
sidered these ICFRA rules. The Executive approved a three year
trial of these rules (including the "Drug" rules) beginning with our
CFRC in 2009. This means no change for this coming summer but
the new rules will be in force in '09, '10, and '11 while the trial
takes place.  Our  existing  rule book will be kept available for
consultation in the event that issues arise which are not addressed
by the ICFRA rules (we are not anticipating any, but you just
never know). Depending on our experience, consideration will be
given at that point to adopting the ICFRA rules as our own.
Understanding the benefits of a common set of rules and targets
world wide, the Executive accepts the adoption in principle.
We  will NOT be moving as rapidly towards the ICFRA target
system simply because we have far too large  a supply of our
existing targets and wear centres. Once inventory of our existing
target system is exhausted we will move to the ICFRA target sys-
tem. It is difficult to accurately estimate when this might occur but
it seems reasonable to predict that this will be 5 years away or
more; you will be given plenty of notice through the website,
email and the Marksman. This delay is unfortunate but necessary. 

On the bright side, we will have time to explore cheap sources of
targets; suppliers of Plotomatic-like devices and plotting sheets
will have an opportunity to gear up.
We  hope  that  by  setting this example the rest of the shooting
fraternity around the world will see the wisdom of common rules,
targets, processes, penalties and what not and will join us in
adopting these rules as their own very soon. It seems to us to be
inevitable anyway. We know that South Africa is rewriting their
rules to be completely ICFRA compliant. Our plan is simply to
use the ICFRA rules and hopefully retire our existing rule book by
2011 rather than undertake a complete rewriting.
Closer to the date we will put the ICFRA rule book on the DCRA
website (www.dcra.ca) for all to consult.

The major differences as we speak are:

1. Currently, ICFRA rules do not specify an overall rifle
weight. Presumably a very heavy rifle would still be legal. This
particular rule remains controversial and may well yet be changed
to a specific weight …. It's unclear at this time. Recommendation:
until 2012, follow the existing weight specified in our current
Canadian rules (i.e. 6.5 kg or 14 pounds 5 ounces). It is wise to do
this anyway until all countries have adopted ICFRA rules. The UK
may well be slow to jump on board and, for those who hope to
compete at Bisley either as an independent or a Canadian Team
member, following the current weight will mean you will be legal
there as well.

2. The ICFRA allowable trigger weight will be 500 grams.
This is a significant reduction from our current weight of 1.5 kg
(1500 grams). Starting in '09 the weight your trigger will have to
lift when tested will be 500 grams. For those who are curious, this
weight  represents  a  compromise  hashed  out  by  the ICFRA
representatives after considerable discussion. For the time being it
appears  that  the  UK  will   not  lower  its  weight  hence  our
recommendation: until 2012 be sure any trigger you use can be
reliably raised to 1.5 kg in the event that you anticipate going to
Bisley as above. It goes without saying that all triggers must be
safe.  Many  may  choose  (as I will) to indefinitely leave their
triggers at 1500 grams regardless.

3. Last summer the DCRA adopted the ICFRA Message
system, with minimal alterations to their message 6, as our own.
(You can check the wording on our website). Once 2009 rolls
around message 6 will be returned to the original ICFRA wording.
The consequence of the ICFRA wording is that, should you use
message 6 to see if there is a second shot on the target and one is
not found, you will be credited with a zero rather than the value of
the shot you did have indicated. This represents a significant
change from the current situation (remember, this starts in '09).

The Future of Canadian Fullbore Target Rifle Rules
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4. Currently  the DCRA has no published drug policy or
regulations - we are way behind the times as virtually every sport
in Canada has one and the world leaders in this effort are
Canadian (Dick Pound of WADA, based in Montreal). The
ICFRA  rules  include  a  long  set of rules, regulations and pro-
cedures regarding this, much of it pertaining to how international
events are to be run. In simple words, for our use provincially and
nationally,  here it is:  DON'T.  However, should you require
medication from your doctor we expect you to take it and the rules
are set up in such a way that you can get an exemption without
hassle where needed. Testing during the events may take place at
the discretion of the match conveners at any level of competition
and is entirely in their hands. You might wonder … "My doctor
has  me  on  drug X and I have no idea if this is a banned
drug/substance or not. How do I find out? Probably even my MD
doesn't know?" (In fact, most physicians won't know!) Simple,
there are a number of websites designed for exactly this purpose,
the best one presently being www.didglobal.com. If you go to
this website and follow its simple instructions you will be able to
determine whether you have a problem, or not, with medication
your physician has prescribed or over the counter (OTC) remedies
you might have reason to use. More on this later when we get

closer to the date. The Canadian Centre for Ethics in Sport
(CCES) maintains a website as well with a complete listing of
banned drugs and substances by sport along with allowable blood
or urine levels of drugs which are permitted; this will be our
Canadian gold standard. It all sounds complicated but believe me
it's not. It will have minimal or no impact on the enjoyment of our
sport. Both ICFRA and the DCRA are committed to making this
as user friendly and noninvasive as possible.

All of these technical rules apply to TR only for the moment.
ICFRA is still working on similar Technical Rules for F class
competition.  Once  they  have  hashed  this  out we will give
optimistic consideration to adopting these as well but at the
moment there are a number of major hurdles to be dealt with.
Service rifle, Black powder and other provincially driven events
may require separate consideration. The "drug rules" will apply to
all disciplines

Feel free to contact the Chair of the Rule Book Committee at any
time  (roger.mullin@sympatico.ca).

he

2 Great Locations to Serve You

West 150 Robertson Road          East 1980 Ogilvie Rd., Ste 159
Bells Corners, ON K2H 9S1                Gloucester, ON K1J 9L3
Tel: 613.596.4366                                            Tel: 613.746.7287   

Your old ENFIELD No. 4 
TARGET RIFLES

Complete Rifles, Sights, 
Used Barrels, 

Wood or Metal parts.

Also interested in a 
1969 Australian team Sportco 

& 
a Lithgow Target Rifle.

CONTACT:

Wayne Mitchell
Tel:  306-731-2993

wmitch@sasktel.net

WANTED:  
DEAD OR
ALIVE!!

Don’t forget to get your entry forms 
in by May 23, 2008 to be eligible 

for the Early Entry Draw!!
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Ralph & Sons Diner 
3420 Carling Avenue

Nepean, ON  K2H 5B1
Tel:  613-828-0697

Ralph & Sons Diner
MacEwen Gas Bar &
Convenience Store

MacEwen Gas Bar & Convenience Store 
Open 7 days a week

613-828-0728
Monday to Friday...............................................................6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday ........................................................6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Diner Hours

Monday to Friday
6 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Saturday
6 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Sunday
7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Take out available

Tel:  613-831-6115
Fax: 613-831-6234

Purveyors of fine custom designed accoutrements.
Hand and machine embroidered insignia and crestings.

Woven silk and polyester neckwear.
Direct embroidered recreational wear.
Music stand banners, trumpet banners

and a variety of uniform accessories for musicians.
Producers of musical recordings, military and civilian.
Die struck and cast metals, both enamelled and plated.

email:  sales@guthriewoods.com

P.O. Box 554
Stittsville, Ontario
K2S 1A6

Website: www.guthriewoods.com
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2 DCRA members inducted into the 
Pictou County Sports Heritage Hall of Fame

In July 2007, two members of the DCRA were inducted into the
Pictou County Sports Heritage Hall of Fame - John Marshall

and George Harper.
Over the years they remained friends and continued their shooting
during the summer matches at Connaught.  The culmination of
this friendship and shared love of shooting was in 2005 when John
was the Commandant of the Canadian Rifle Team to Bisley and
George was the Adjutant.

John Allan Marshall

The prestigious Bisley Camp in England is the United
Kingdom’s national shooting center.

Bisley  offers  opportunities  for  sportsmen  and women who
practice the art of target shooting using various types of firearms,
including  full-bore  target  rifle,  match  rifle  along with other
disciplines.
We have several here in Pictou County who have performed with
great distinction at Bisley. 
John Allan Marshall - born in Thorburn in 1931 has represented
this country in at least fourteen Bisley shoots, and made the grade
for four others. 
John started shooting in 1955, and qualified for his first “Bisley”
team under Commandant Major K.R. MacGregor the following
year.
John was team Adjutant and Commandant and placed in the upper
echelon in the Bisley Grand Aggregate against some of the finest
shooters in the British empire, not to mention the world.
He’s   also   represented   the  country  at  world  long  range
championships. John was involved in 34 inter-maritime team
matches starting in the late 50’s and scored 105 on three different
occasions. One veteran shooter was heard to say “that’s something
that few of us achieve once.”
He served as council member and past president of the Nova
Scotia Rifle Association where he was considered “the engine that

pulls  everything  together,  the  grease  that  makes things run
smoothly.”
Provincially in competition he had almost 70 first place finishes.
He was also one of the founding members of the Pictou County
Rifle Association, where he started as a small bore shooter before
moving to full bore.
John Allan Marshall spend all his working life - over 50 years - as
a top level administrator at Maritime Steel and Foundries Limited
in New Glasgow.
Through  skill, consistency and longevity,  John has given an
enormous amount to rifle shooting locally, provincially, national-
ly and internationally and earns his place today in the Pictou
County Sport Heritage Hall of Fame.

(printed with permission - PCSHHF)

Major George Harper (Ret’d)

Born in New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, George completed high
school in that province. During his high school years, he was

a member of the cadets and the local militia, the Pictou
Highlanders. This exposure to cadets and militia service proved to
be an introduction to a military Career spanning 40 years.
George's interest in shooting began as a member of the Army
cadets, attending DCRA matches in 1954, qualifying as a member
for the 1955 Cadet Bisley team. He was a shooting member of the
winning Alexander Graham Bell team match at Bisley in 1955.
Subsequently, he attended Bisley as a shooting member on 5
DCRA teams, qualified two other years. He was also a shooting
member of the 1972 Palma (Gold) and 1973 Palma teams. His
most recent trip to Bisley was in 2005 as the adjutant for the
Bisley Team with John Marshall as the Commandant. Over the
years he has also served on DCRA councils and is a life member
of the DCRA.
Competing at Bisley he won three Queen's finals and a St.
George's Cross. In 1972, George was the high Canadian in the
grand aggregate and was awarded the Commandant's prize by
Colonel John Brick. That same year he was a shooting member of
a winning Kolapore team. Another highlight for him that year was
his double possible in the Mckinnon match (with 100-14 V's). 
He excelled at English Rugby and Track & Field during his high
school years and in later years, marathoning. Other interests also
included hunting and fishing. 
Plagued  with serious eye problems in 1989, he was compelled to
retire from active shooting in 1992. George has always taken a
keen interest in the affairs of the NDHQRA/NCRRA rifle clubs
serving as an Executive Officer for over 18 years.  He is also an
honourary life member of NCRRA.
George is an inductee into the Canadian Forces Sports Hall of
Fame, Nova Scotia Sports Hall of Fame and also his home coun-
ty, Pictou County Sports Hall of Fame for outstanding achieve-
ment in shooting. He has also received a Commander Canadian
Forces Europe Commendation while stationed in Germany-1978.
George resides  in Ottawa with his wife Azul. They have two sons
and 5 grandchildren.

2005 Canadian Rifle Team to Bisley
Commandant John Marshall and Adjutant George Harper

Our Congratulations John & George!!
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A Shooting Survival Strategy
Ric Melling
The following article is based upon presentations made to the
DCRA SAGM in 2005 and the AGM in 2006, which were only
very briefly reported in a subsequent 'Canadian Marksman'

Alarm Calls

Our sport has had several alarm calls; the end of National
Service, the end of issue ammunition and grants, adverse leg-

islation, difficulty raising and funding a Bisley Team and the
increased ageing out of traditional Life Members to name but a
few. Membership numbers have been declining in all provinces
for many years. Increasing costs are progressively shared among
less participants, further reducing membership. Nowadays every-
one recognises a need for 'more members' but the sport of Target
Shooting  has  had  a need to recruit for the past 50 years. Our con-
tinued failure to recruit and retain members will indeed ensure
obsolescence. Ask yourself how many new TR shooters has your
PRA signed up in the last three years?  How many cadets have you
retained in the past 3 years? How many of your events  of  any
type  were  fully  subscribed last year, to the capacity of the range?
Is your current membership number more or less than it was 5, 10
or 20 years ago and how many of your members are still active on
the range? In Ontario, the answers to those  questions  were not
comfortable, so in 2001 the ORA decided it was time to 'do some-
thing'. 

You cannot just 'sell membership'!
Absolutely, you cannot!   Membership means nothing without
real, visible benefits. People will pay for membership in order to
do  something  they  want  to do or get some benefit of obvious
value. First you must find answers to the questions 'to do what?',
'to realize what benefits?'. Why do you think people join, or
decide not to join, our sport or your PRA? Why would they join
the DCRA?

Empowerment
The object of this presentation (article) is to empower all of us to
positively, individually and collectively contribute to the success-
ful recruitment and retention of long-range target shooters in
Canada so that we may all reap the benefits of a growing and
vibrant sport in the future. You will have noticed that I referred
there to Long-Range Target Shooting. Target Rifle, F-Class,
Precision Rifle, Service Conditions shooting; they are all one
sport - Long Range Target Shooting, for if they do not hang
together, they will most certainly suffer their individual demises.

Just how bad is it? 
Well, ask yourself, how would anyone know what our sport is all
about - that it even exists? What do we offer the day they come to
try the sport - let alone when they commit to it?   What is the cost
of  getting  into  TR  or  F  or Precision?  How does that compare
with other popular leisure activities or sports?  If they do decide
to  join,  how  does  a newcomer get from being an awkward
beginner to being an established and skilled participant? How do
they avoid wasting money and time or becoming disillusioned?  
These questions indicate that our strategy should be to make the
sport visible, desirable, accessible, achievable and enjoyable.

The big steps !
The first big step is to set the 'Tone at the Top'. The Executive
level must be fully committed to recruiting and retaining new
members. Next, build a plan and communicate it to all members.
Get members 'on side and in the recruiting team'. Walk the Walk
of your plan. Remember, recruiting AND retaining new members
involves EVERY member. The Council establishes the plan, the
Finance  Committee  finds  the  funds, the Members play many
different roles and the DCRA has a role to play too.

Strategy
The first step in the plan is to identify a strategy. That should be
based upon conventional marketing principles; 
Define the Products. Our product is Long Range Target Shooting
as a distinct and separate activity from anything local clubs can
offer; supplementary to, not competing with their efforts.
Identify the Markets. Existing gun owners are certainly the 'low-
est hanging fruit' and can be found both in local gun clubs and out-
side clubs; varminters, hunters and plinkers. Next we looked at
family members of shooters, Cadets & Military Units, shooters
from other countries, non gun-owners, youth organizations and
the general public as potential sources of new members.
Build the Product. (See below) Consider every PRA & DCRA
activity as a recruiting and retention opportunity.
Advertise. Lots of ideas came up here but their effectiveness was
commonly dependant upon creating the right impression - of a
modern sport - and required more pictures than words. We chose
to get brochures and posters made professionally, for use at gun
shops, gun clubs, gun shows and events. These were supported by
a static display, a CD full of information and our website. We
posted items on Website discussion groups (Gun-Nutz), sent mail
shots  to  retailers  and  clubs,  stuffed our brochure in various
commercial catalogues and purchased commercial advertising
space in publications like the CSSA newsletter. Advertise,
Advertise, Advertise, Advertise…any which way you can.
Sell, Sell, Sell! The key here is easy access to information and
visibility. By far the most successful means of attracting new
members is by going out and meeting the target market face-to-
face  with  the  right materials, image, words and messages and
listening to their needs. In talking to prospective new members we
found our program of Introductory Days - a $40 all-in discovery
day, to be well received as a low risk option, with lots of events
and opportunities to shoot, training schemes and the availability
of coaching usually the 'next questions'.
Provide After-Sales-Service. It is essential that we shrink the
'entry hurdle' and make everything the newcomer needs available;
training and guidance in particular. The equipment displayed at an 

“When dealing with new members,
be open & honest, help them at your cost, 

in your sport, time, dollars, 
or sacrifice your achievement for theirs.”
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Introductory Day is  a  key  factor  and must be something the
participant could buy tomorrow, the quality of which demon-
strates how we respect participants (so no old clunkers). The rifle, 
scope/sights,  mats  -  must  be  available and affordable, work
reliably and foster achievement with the stress on 'low entry cost'.
Showcase 'Factory F Class' and 'Economy Target Rifle'. Run an
Activity Fee scheme to cover all practice dates at one low cost.
Formal and informal training MUST be available at economical 
rates. We developed the ORA Handbook and Information
Sheets to help newcomers with answers to the many questions
they face. Events must be at affordable prices, containing costs to
'real value for money', particularly for the 'non-CFRC' participant.
New members need to be nurtured for at least 3 seasons if they are
to mature into committed participants and it is important not to
ignore them when they first show signs of having assimilated.

Building the Product
Consider every PRA activity (on and off the range) as a recruiting
and retention opportunity.
In applying those general marketing principles it became very
clear that every activity undertaken, both on and off the range, had
to be considered as an opportunity to fulfill one of four roles if all
the marketing effort was not going to be wasted.
Attractive. High quality advertising, a smooth Introductory Day
that advertises the sport well, lots of events/opportunities to shoot,
training and coaching schemes, award schemes and guidance all
contribute to making the sport attractive for the newer member,
underpinned by offering economical activities and membership
costs as a route to doing something challenging and exciting. I
have never met a prospective member  who has declared any
intention of shooting the National Championships, although I am
happy  to  say,  several of  the people we  have  recruited  have
participated at Ottawa.
Affordable. It is important to understand what determines our
Product Pricing.  There are basically two parts. First is the cost of
getting into the sport (Entry Cost), comprising memberships &
equipment purchases. Potential participants evaluate this cost on
the basis of capital risk and cash availability.  The second cost
component is the price of staying in the sport (Annual Cost),
made up of memberships (again), ammunition, entry fees and
travel. New members evaluate this cost in terms of value for
money.  Supporting some form of Factory F-Class and Economy
Target Rifle activities fosters affordability and formal and infor-
mal training must be available at economical rates. Events must
be at affordable prices and there must be a clear demonstration of
value for money in membership fees. Resist the temptation to
show newcomers your favourite 'best of the best' rifle. They will
take fright that the Entry Cost is horrendous and disappear faster
than a snowball in August. If they want the best and can afford it,
they will ask soon enough.
Available.  Make joining easy. Make participation easy. It is
essential to have an efficient 'sign-up' process and to display an
evident welcome mat at every event.  Introductory Days should
be frequent throughout the season, with one return visit included
in the fee and a free PRA Handbook given to all attendees for the
all-in fee. By utilizing a central mailing address with rapid
response, equipment advice and an Email Q&A service, News
Bulletins, details of equipment suppliers and ready-made new TR
rifles, the sport is more available to newcomers.
Achievable.  Achieving good hits at extended ranges takes

knowledge  and  practice.  Make  it easy to start climbing the
learning curve. Make real meaningful information available, run
mentoring schemes, offer training and coaching every time they
attend  (not always formal, but always available),  run a Q&A
service - one-on-one and by Email. Make the programme fit the
participants, with help at every step of the way. Ask yourself, are
the mechanisms in place to avoid disappointment? Does this new-
comer   know what they need and where to get it within their
budget - where and how do they know what to buy? Do they know
where  to  go  for training and guidance?  Make sure they have
dignity left at the end of each day? We run lots of practice days, a
Big Brother scheme & 'one-on-one mentors', Award Schemes, and
always have a ready-made new Economy Target Rifles available
for sale to potential new TR shooters. When dealing with new
members, be open & honest, help them at your cost, in your sport,
time, dollars, or sacrifice your achievement for theirs. It is
absolutely essential that you praise and reward generously those
at the lower levels of achievement. That may mean Greenshot
prizes being bigger than Master prizes. Avoid elitism. 
So what does it cost to recruit and retain new members? 
The biggest surprise is that it actually makes money. The ORA
made  a capital outlay of $9,000, against which we made gross
revenues in 4 years of more than $17,000 with a break-even point
at 3 years. Every new member you attract will cost $50 or more in
advertising and as much again in their first year of membership if
you want to keep them as members. However, the cost to existing
members is time and effort. You can either spend the time now or
pay much more over time. Your choice!  To ease the burden the
ORA has offered to assist any PRA with the creation of their own
recruitment and retention strategy, run one Introductory Day with
them  (PRA covers costs) if required and will share their promo-
tional literature, tailored to the PRA's name/logo for a fixed fee of
$500 + printing costs.  
Last but by no means least, how can the DCRA contribute? 
The DCRA has the opportunity to underpin and support recruit-
ment and retention activities by implementing Structured Training
Schemes, National Coaching Certifications, National Award
Schemes, Postal Competitions at beginner levels, making the
CFRC more attractive to newcomers (the 'Short Courses' first
introduced in 2006 were designed for exactly that purpose),
improving it's communication with members and improving it's
perceived Value for Membership Dollars'. When potential mem-
bers see a planned structure, they are much more likely to 'take the
risk and join' and the DCRA can be instrumental in providing
many building blocks to that structure.

Conclusion
If anything you consider in your strategy or plan does not fit into
one of the 'Building the Product' categories or Advertising  - don't
waste your time and money doing it! 

To achieve successful recruiting and retention, 
Every aspect of what we do, 
What we should be doing, 
How we do it now and 
How we should be doing it, 
Needs to be examined in the light 
of recruiting and retaining new members.

EVERYTHING ELSE IS JUST MAINTENANCE
h
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THE NEW CHALLENGE - 90'S IN A 223?
Clint Dahlstrom

The availability of target grade 90 grain 223 bullets (Sierra,
Berger and JLK) has raised the question of whether the

D.C.R.A. ought to amend its "80g bullets for the 223" rule.  Jim
Thompson has asked our members to share their knowledge,
experience and opinions.  Since Arizona winter weather allows
shooting, we have been asked to do some preliminary testing.
Unfortunately this has been more difficult and much slower than
one would expect.  The 90g 223 bullet requires an unusually fast
twist barrel (1 in. 6 ½ or maybe 1 in. 7) which are both special
order items from our barrel makers.  I was surprised and perturbed
when my normal supplier awarded me a three month wait.
Fortunately a friend provided a used barrel which I installed on a
Remington 700.  Unfortunately there was another delay when an
automobile accident broke the stock off just behind the trigger
guard.   However  epoxy  and haste seem to have worked.  Our
normal range schedule allows one long range shoot per week so
we have managed some preliminary testing but not enough, fast
enough, to develop extensive recommendations for the February
Canadian Marksman deadline.  You will have our current opinion
but I can't guarantee its lifespan.
Ordinarily, in writing for the Canadian Marksman, I have had
something to say which I thought was dependable and which
would stand on its own.  This is different.  This is a project which
is not going to be resolved by one simple data set - no matter how
impressed I may be by the result.  I have started some initial grunt
work but the D.C.R.A. may require a lot of measured long range
groups  to  justify  a  decision.   I  know Canadian weather isn't
currently suitable for long range group shooting but if you decide
to start now you may have your barrel and chamber in time for
spring.  Help?!?!?

308 VERSUS 223 Most Canadian shooters think that the
308 is superior to the 223, particularly (and some say only)
beyond  600  yards.   The  origin  and the justification for this
opinion are complicated by our long standing rule of the past
which required those with Bisley aspirations to shoot 308.
Another current opinion maker is the ± $400 barrel changing
expense.One of the things we need to do, at the outset, is to settle
the argument on this critical element - "Is the 308 enough better
than the 223 to justify a rule change?"   Then, if it is, the next
question is whether the 90g bullets will allow the 223 to equal the
308 performance.  My personal opinion is simple - the 223 is not
quite as good as the 308 up to 600 yards and beyond that it is not
nearly as good.  That is one person's opinion based on the rifles he
has owned and used.  We now have to determine whether this
opinion is valid.
The ballistic tables in the Sierra 50th Anniversary Edition of their
reloading manual spell out some aspects of the question very
clearly.  Ballistically up to 600 yards the 308 has little advantage
over the 80g 223 but at 1000 yards it is about 10% more effective
(Fig.1).  However I have included some data for various velocities
with the modern 90g bullet (from the Sierra information office)
which suggest that it has the potential to be 308 equivalent if we 
find a good hand load for the bullet.

So far I am quoting ballistic tables which are mathematical state-
ments of corporate aspiration and expectation.  Unfortunately
these tables don't speak to group size which, for target shooters, is
the critical element.  In the years since Messrs Chase and Bullock
taught me to use the Plotomatic I have kept track of the vertical
dispersion of sighters, of the whole vertical group and of the
group less one or two flyers (if present).   The purpose was to
evaluate how well the combination of rifles and hand loads were
performing.  Some of the shooting was coached team or rapid fire
or bad weather or some other excuse for not doing the book work,
but about 2/3 of the shots were measured and recorded.  I have
retrieved the iron sight data on 4 single shot target rifles - 3 in 308
caliber and 1 in 223.  The 308s fired a total of 9794 shots and the
223s fired 3300.  The vertical dispersion of the scoring groups
(excluding sighters) was the critical element being retained.  The
horizontal dispersion was only a measure of the wind behavior
and my judgment that day.Up to 600 yards the 308s had a vertical
dispersion of about 1 ¾ minutes which increased over the longer
ranges to about 2 ½ minutes at 1000 yards.  The 223 starts at about
2 minutes of vertical dispersion at 300 yards, and gradually
increases to nearly 3 minutes at 1000 yards (Fig. 2).  The numbers
being quoted are averages of ten to thirty groups at each range -
they  may not be good enough to brag about but they are what
happened.
Clearly, in these examples, the 80g Sierra bullets did not shoot as
well as the 155g Sierras at long range.  Therefore I consider it
worthwhile to investigate the 90g 223 bullets.

Preliminary 90g Bullet Testing
Under existent circumstances it would normally have been impos-
sible to provide the D.C.R.A. with significantly useful data on the
90g bullets in the 223 by Feb. 1.  However this time the fates were
abnormally kind.  The friend who provided me with a 6 ½ twist
223 barrel was German Salizar (pronounced Herman) who is an
outstanding competitive marksman and an enthusiastic devotee of
the art of making good target rifles shoot better.  He is particular-
ly interested in 300 meter competition and has evaluated a num-
ber of small bore rifles and cartridges in his quest for X's by the
bushel.  In his ± 1300 shot 90g 223 test he concluded that 26.2
grains of N550 with the JLK bullet was an optimal load which
was effective at both I.S.S.F. and long ranges.  Unfortunately
Salizar's study was not available for publication so we decided to
do an independent parallel study to provide data for the D.C.R.A.
to consider.
The Ben Avery range where we do our testing allows at least one
half day of long range shooting each week.  The shooting may be
at 600, 1000 or the three Palma yardages and it may be practice or
competition.  Consequently test groups may have 10, 15 or 20
rounds.  I used a telescope (10x at 600 and 800 yards and 24x at
900 and 1000) shooting prone over a small metal bench rest.  This
isn't very fancy but it's portable and better than my performance
with a sling.  I fire a few sighters to get the elevation right and to
judge the wind.  When I start for record I do not adjust the sights.
I keep the same elevation hold for each shot but I do hold off 
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laterally to compensate for wind.   I plot the impact of each shot
on a bull's eye diagram (which is not moved Plotomatic fashion).
The vertical dispersion on the plot is what I measure and record.
The horizontal dispersion is Mother Nature's sneering appraisal of
my wind judgment which I ignore.
Measurement of groups fired at 600, 800, 900 and 1000 yards is
provided in Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6.  In evaluating these diagrams
one should bear in mind that most of the groups for the 80g 223
and for the 308 were 10 shot groups while most of the groups for
the 90g 223 were 15 or 20 shots.  The generality presented in the
summary diagram (Fig. 7) is that the 90g 223 is better at long
range than the 80g 223 and about equal to the 155g 308.
The debatable point in that generality is the 90g 223 1000 yard
group average which is about the same as the 80g 223 average and
substantially more than the 155g 308 average.  Ordinarily the rate
of group size increase between 900 and 1000 yards is similar to
that shown by the 80g 223 and the 155g 308.  The rate shown by
the 90g 223 is abnormally steep.  There is some sort of problem
here but currently I know neither what nor why.

Considerations in Load Development
The just described testing is encouraging but it will certainly be
helpful  and  maybe  necessary  to identify other encouraging
powder-bullet combinations before contemplating a rule change.
Persons considering the development and contribution of such
data to the D.C.R.A. may find some of the background of our
efforts helpful. 
Perhaps the most critical aspect is to stabilize the variables -
investigating  one  variable  at a  time  is  just  right.   It is very
disconcerting to recognize a real improvement and then have to
speculate on which of the altered components is responsible.
One of the first decisions is primer choice.  Ordinarily I use
Remington B.R. on account of past satisfaction but in preliminary
testing I had one punctured Winchester and one punctured R.W.S.
primer.  This appeared to be a mechanical rather than an excess
pressure phenomenon so I chose K.V.B. Magnum, a Russian
primer  that  is  reputed  to  be more durable in impact than its
competitors.  There were no punctures in several hundred rounds
thereafter.  It would be wise to exercise care in testing loads with
velocity above 2800 fps. (Fig. 8)
Since I was emulating German Salizar's load development, the
powder  used  was  N550.   Others doing 90g testing are apt to
consider other on-hand powders. On another project I did exten-
sive testing of powders with 80g 223 bullets.  The results of these
tests (Fig. 9) in conjunction with the N550 data (Fig. 10) will
allow the calculation of starting loads with other powders.  These
calculations will involve powder charges and velocities but there
will be no pressure data.  It would be easy to calculate reductions
in powder charge and in velocity when the 90g bullet replaces the
80g bullet and fail to take into account that the pressure will go
up.  How much we don't know so you have to start significantly
below your calculated powder charge and gradually work up.
When looking for a new accuracy load I sometimes find it useful
to prepare a sequence of loads with gradually increasing powder
charge to shoot over a chronograph at a 100 yard target.  (Fig. 10)
What one hopes to see is a coincidence of low extreme spreads in
velocity with  minimal  horizontal  and vertical dispersion.The
difference between one load and the next is only 1/10 grain of
powder  so  one  also  hopes  for several adjacent charges with
similarly favorable results.  In Fig. 10 the 26.5g loads with the

Berger and JLK bullets seem moderately attractive.
I must admit that operating in 1/10g steps in powder weighing
demands precise equipment and careful operation.  One is really
pushing  the  equipment  to its limit.  However 1/10g of N550
powder is 14 fps with JLK and Berger bullets and that velocity
difference  (if maintained to 1000 yards)  is almost ½ minute
(actually 3/7).
The previous discussion has centered on a desire to make a small
case cartridge perform as accurately as one with a substantially
larger case.  We would like a 223 case with 26 grains of powder
and  a 90g bullet to perform as well as a 308 with 46 grains of
powder and a 155g bullet.  To do that the 223 has to deliver about
110 fps to its bullet for each grain of powder while the 308 needs
to deliver about 60 fps for each grain.  Powders and primers do
exist that can deliver these velocities but there is a problem in the
loading.  Equipment is available that will deliver powder with ±
0.05 grain accuracy (well almost) but the accuracy is the same for
223  powder  as  it  is for 308 powder.  Therefore the effect of
powder weighing errors is about twice as much (in fps) for the 223
as it is for the 308.

Conclusion
When one is trying to rush a job one avoids problem areas if pos-
sible and concentrates on the successful activities.  The foregoing
discussion has omitted two problem areas.  The first is that the
Sierra bullet often disintegrates within the first 100 yards when
loaded with 26 ½g of N550 (2850 fps).  The group made by the
bullets that do reach the target is large.  We have not investigated
this problem.  Secondly we once had a problem when 2 out of 10
Berger bullets disintegrated a very few feet forward of the 1000
yard target (±2860 fps).  7 of the other 8 had ½ minute of vertical
dispersion.  This happened only once perhaps because we loaded
mostly about 2830 fps thereafter.
The testing reported here, though brief, confirms German Salizar's
opinion that 90g bullets shoot quite well with loads of 26.2g of
N550.  He used JLK's but Bergers were available at the time of
our test and JLK's were not.  The 1000 yard stage of our test was
not as good as 600, 800 and 900 yards.  We do not know why.
Overall the 90g 223 is about equal to the 155g  308 which is to say
that it is quite a bit better than the 80g 223.

The question is what to do next.  It would certainly be nice to have
more data, to sort out the 1000 yard group problem etc. etc.  One
could ask the D.C.R.A. membership to voluntarily undertake
additional long range testing.  The problems here are the cost of
installing a new barrel and the difficulty of getting time and
opportunity to do enough testing.  Past experience in such efforts
has been disappointing.
The second option is to arbitrarily change the bullet weight rule
now and oblige people to decide for themselves whether they will
use 80 or 90g bullets.  Most will stay with the 80g but the chance
of  gaining  an advantage will tempt some into investing in and
trying out the 90g option. If they are successful others will follow.
We have tried a three year term for such trials and that didn't work.
People will not undertake the cost and effort of the 90g trial unless
they have a guaranteed opportunity to benefit if their exploratory
gamble is successful.
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Fig. 1 Comparison  of  the  trajectories  of  the 80 and 90 grain 223
bullets with the 155g bullet in the 308 load.  The 3000 fps load with the
80g bullet is near maximum but even so it has a minute more drift in a 10
mph wind at 1000 yards than in the 155g Sierra in the 308 load.  Note the
similarity in the 308 and 223 trajectories and the 90g Sierra wind drift of
97 in. at 2700 fps muzzle velocity.

Fig. 2 Comparison of group sizes in 223 and 308. 
The four rifles represented in this diagram performed very respectably in
several years of Canadian Full bore competition.

Fig. 3 600 yard group sizes with 90g 223 Berger bullets.  
These were very impressive groups.  Availability dictated the use of
Berger bullets.  The Sierra and JLK bullets were not tested.

Fig. 4 800 yard group sizes with 90g Berger and JLK bullets.
These are very respectable groups.  The increase in average group size
from 600 to 800 yards was 0.16 inches.

Fig. 5 900 yard group sizes with 90g Berger and JLK bullets.  
The increase in average group size from 800 to 900 yards was 0.50 ins.

Fig. 6 1000 yard group sizes with 90g Berger and JLK bullets.  
The increase in average group size from 900 to 1000 yards was 0.80.
Expansion of group size with increasing range is normal but the
increase rate after 800 (and particularly after 900) seems abnormally
high.  I have no explanation as yet.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the 90g 223 test groups with standard rifles.
The 90g 223 performed as well as the 308 3 gun average up to 900 yards
but there was a drastic increase in group size to the 80g 223 level at
1000 yards.  When one compares Figs. 4, 5 and 6 it is evident that the
whole group dimension expanded much more rapidly than the core
dimension.  Apparently the "fliers" are flying further particularly at 1000
yards.  The reason is not yet apparent.

Fig. 8 Primer testing.  At the outset of a new hand loading program
it is wise to do a brief test of the available primers.  This test used a
load of 26.5g of N550 in 10 shot groups at 100 yards.  Had I forged
ahead without this test and loaded my first test batch with R.W.S. or
Winchester primers (which have both worked well in the past and will
again when I recognize and cure the current problem) I would have
been perturbed.  As it was this preliminary test was a time and 
frustration saver.

Fig. 9 Powder data for 80g 223 loads.  The foregoing illustrations
allow one to forecast the velocity effect of changing the weight of
N550 powder in 90g 223 loads.  Since published data on loads with
other powders for 90g 223 is not available one must resort to "ratioing"
from 80g 223 loads.  This figure derives from earlier 80g 223 testing.
The problem with such procedures is that one has no way to measure 
pressure and when the bullet weight goes up the chamber pressure 
goes up and the safe bullet velocity goes down.  The only way for the
average hand loader to cope with this problem is to carefully estimate
the load for a modest velocity and then deliberately start with a lower
load (minus 1 grain or more).  Then go up ¼ grain at a time to where
you wish to be.  Overly cautious?  I sure hope so - that's the object of
the exercise.

Fig. 10 Loads and velocities for 5 shot groups with 90g JLK and
Berger bullets.  When this test was begun it seemed possible that the
Sierra bullet might not be compatible with the upper velocities in the
JLK-Berger testing so that testing was deferred.  The average velocity
increase for 1/10g of N550 powder is 14 fps.  However you will see
that the velocity difference is not exactly 14 fps which demonstrates
that my equipment and I cannot weigh precisely 1/10 grain.  However
we get fairly close and the overall average is OK.  The purpose of
these tests is to identify velocity segments that have low extreme
velocity spread, S.D. and group size.  Loads of 26.4 to 26.6g for both
JLK and Berger seem worth investigating.
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Continuing in the proud, age old tradition 
of good food, fine spirits and tall tales.

Live music, friendly staff and a warm atmosphere.
Settle into the “snug” or grab a seat at the bar.

Large selection of Draught Beers
Excellent facilities for your team dinner!

Open for breakfast from 10:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. on Saturday
Sunday Brunch Buffet from 10:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.

Open until 2:00 a.m. 7 days a week
Daily Specials

Live Entertainment on Wednesdays
Karaoke on Thursdays

Catering and delivery service available

3791 Richmond Road Tel:   613-596-1611
(Bell’s Corners) Fax:  613-596-5381
Nepean, Ontario                      www.cocknbullpub.com

The Cock ‘n Bull Pub & Eatery

Several times a week the office gets calls requesting information on a relative or friend who competed at
our competitions.  Sometime we can find information for them and sometimes we can’t. 
The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association has a long and proud history with some very talented 
competitors with some very interesting stories that should not be lost but rather documented for future
generations.
With this in mind Ian Robertson has offered, to put in a book format for the benefit of the DCRA,  
stories, tales, jokes etc from shooters past and present.  Do you have any stories you would like to share 
- on a Bisley team; at the national matches or even at a council meeting?  Any tall tales that should be
passed on?  Any accomplishments that may not be well known to others?
Please send your stories to Ian or you can send them to the office and we will forward to him.
We will keep you posted on the progress of the book.

We should start writing these stories before we all succumb to old age 
and it is all forgotten as it may well have been for generations past. 

Ian Robertson 
149 Bentley Ave. Unit 7A, Nepean, ON K2E 6T7 Canada

office@robertsoncomposites.com

Calling all members!!!
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Paul Reibin   DBA
RANGE SPORTS

UNLIMITED
854 Pleasant Street

Kamloops, BC   V2C 3B5   CanadaTel: (250)  372-7030   

RPA Quadlock
The RPA Quadlock is the definitive single shot bolt-action receiver designed specifically for Palma
(long range target) shooting. 
It is available in all calibres and should be used where extreme accuracy is required.   
The  RPA  4-lug action  produced  in  Tonbridge, has  been the choice of champions around the world
for over 30 years.

The Quadlock features:
* A modern octagonal shape finished in hard satin chrome
* Two large recoil lugs machined in the solid receiver body
* A flat bottom that reduces the sideways loading on the

stock when “pulling down” on bedding screws
* A dovetail rail machined into the body that accepts

RPA Trakker rearsights or a weaver/scope rail
* A large side loading port that enables fumble free

loading and keeps out the weather
* A short firing pin travel (3.50 mm) that aids fast lock 

times (less than 1.2 milliseconds)
* A firing pin made from a single piece of heat-treated

high tensile steel

Fax: (250) 372-3405

F Class "Rain Shield"

At the December Executive Meeting, a proposal was made to allow F Class competitors to cover the rifle action and scope
sight at all times. Current rules allow a cover to be used only between shots. There had been extensive discussion on this
matter over a period of several months prior to the meeting. The discussion resulted in a proposed amendment to 
DCRA Rule 14.02 (Screening) as follows (excerpt from Executive Minutes):   

This motion was not approved for introduction into the CFRC in 2008. However, the following further motion was passed:

We therefore encourage PRAs and interested individuals to try out this change for F Class shooters and let the DCRA 
have your comments and recommendations. 

14.02 Screening
(1) (TR, F Class and BP) A competitor shall not screen himself or his firearm from the sun or weather by extraneous 
means while firing or allow anyone else to do so.
(2) TR and BP competitors may place a piece of soft material over the action between shots. Non-reflecting tape, 
elastic ribbon or similar devices may be attached to, or over the barrel. See Rule 11.05(3)(b)(vi).
(3) F Class competitors may at any time attach a mirage band over the rifle, and/or a piece of transparent material not
exceeding 1 metre square over the scope and action (see also Rule 11.05(5)(a)(ii). The transparent material shall:

(a) not interfere with the Range Officer's visibility of whether or not the bolt  is open; and
(b) be attached to the rifle in such a way as to ensure that the material cannot be blown away by wind gusts or muzzle 
blast.

Moved that the above Rule amendment be sent to all PRAs for trial of the system. PRAs are asked to report on the
trials and experience not later than 30 September 2008. The matter may be reintroduced at the Fall 2008 Meeting of
the DCRA Executive Committee.
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This is the 9th installment of 
“Recollections of a Marksman, Phase II 1962-1981” by

Lawrence (Larry) Fish

1972-73

During the winter meetings of the ORA concern was shown
over  the  impact  the  new target rifles were having on the

discipline.  Their  cost  placed  them outside the scope of many
former military rifle shooters who has used issue, regimental rifles
to that time. Numbers at the matches were dropping off.
In order to offset the problem, I proposed a possible solution
which would permit militia personnel to compete against the
superior  target rifles with issue FN rifles. The considerable dis-
advantage to the FN shooter, against sophisticated target rifles,
would be accommodated by a handicap system of about 9%. This
was approved by the ORA executive and council for a single year
trial.
During practices that spring, I would take a trunk full of FN's from
the Regiment and pass them out to anyone on the firing point who
wished to give them a try. A lot of interest was generated and it
appeared that we may have found a way for economically limited
shooters to continue in the discipline.
Our  first  test  came when Derek O'Dell, Bob Geddes and I
attended a Victoria Day shoot at the national ranges near Ottawa.
The competition lasted the better part of the long weekend and
included all ranges to and including 900 and 1000 yards. As we
Lorne Scots were the only ones shooting FN's, we received a lot
of comments on how we expected to compete at long distances
when the FN's sights only elevated to 600 yards.
Obviously we had dealt with the quite simply by screwing down
the foresight an amount determined in practice to accommodate
those distances. Many senior Bisley shots shook their heads in dis-
belief and wondered how we could stay on the target with a semi-
automatic rifle which no micrometer sight and necessitated aim-
ing off into the wind. Their disbelief gave way to astonishment
when we not only stayed on the target at 1000 yards, but with the
9% equalizer placed in the top 10% of the entry. However, it had
taken a lot of intense practice to achieve such compatibility with
the brutish FN and draw out of it such performance. It was well
worth the effort.

Later, in July, it was on to the ORA annual prize meeting. A half
dozen Lorne Scots entered the three-day classic. Three of us, Bob
Geddes, Bruce Wilkinson and I competed with our FN's. I had
made  the  commitment,  on  proposing  the  idea to the ORA exec-
utive  and  council, that I would shoot the annual prize meeting
with an FN, thus fulfilling my promise. But none of those who
had enthusiastically used our rifles took up the challenge; a clear
indication of a belief that they would not score as well with the
FN.

Again we received comments when we appeared on the range
with our FN's. Several top shots who were good friends deplored
that fact that I was wasting a competition year by shooting "that
plumbers' nightmare". One even offered me his spare target rifle
if I would abandon the FN. But the commitment was made and the
three of us shot the entire meeting with our FN's.
By the end of the matches, Bob Geddes had won the Bankers'
match in his Sharpshooter class and, in the Master class, I had
won the Sunday Aggregate, the City of Toronto, the Bankers' and
the Mercer Agg' symbolizing the Ontario Championship. It was
quite an upset and caused a lot of consternation. It would also be
the last time the FN plan was incorporated into the target rifle
matches. In spite of our best efforts to include more shooters, the
mix of rifles was clearly unworkable.

But our foray made the shooting fraternity take notice. For
instance, I shot the Lt-Governor's match alongside Gil Boa, an
outstanding marksman, Olympic medalist and winner of the
Sovereign's Prize at Bisley. With my FN socking them into the
bulls eye, Gil finally said to me, "Larry, how in hell do you make
that thing shoot like that?" With no time to respond on the firing
point, I later told him they were rack rifles, as issued, with free
floating barrels and therefore no bedding with which to tinker.
Plain hard work and practice was the answer. Gil shook his head
in wonderment.

Derek O’Dell, top notch
armourer and good friend

A winning team match -
l-r General Anderson, Gil Boa, Larry Fish, John Tetlow, Ralph Cathline
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In 1974  I completed The History of the Ontario Rifle Association
covering  its founding in 1868 until 1973.  With 1000 copies
printed and word out through various provincial, national  and
international associations, requests came from afar. Reviewers
were generous in their critiques and the book was well received.
After the first demand had subsided the President of the ORA,
Brigadier-General Forbes West,  moved  that  the  balance  be
purchased by the Association, which was done. Assistance in the
book's  production  was  volunteered  by  Ken  Gregory,  who
fashioned the cover and had the printing done by his company.
Also Hugh Golder who proofread the manuscript and contributed
two of his own poems, appropriate to the topic. Jim Houlden also
offered advice. These men were of great assistance to me for
which I was/am most grateful.

he

Gil Boa
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The 2008 Canadian Long Range Challenge

The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association
45 Shirley Blvd., Nepean, ON K2K 2W6

1st Friday, August, 15th - 1st Saturday, August 16th, 2008

Please transfer all entry information and fees to the main DCRA Individual Entry Form, 
Section 2, Block C. Retain this sheet for your own information.

For 2008, the Long Range Challenge will be a single competition, fired in two classes. As far as possible, TR
and F Class shooters will be squadded separately, but this may not be possible in all cases. All shooters will fire
2 sighters and 15 shots on score, four times, twice on Friday afternoon and twice on Saturday afternoon. All
squadding will be in pairs. There will be no 'single string' firing. If there is an 'odd' shooter in any relay, he/she
will be added to a pair to form a threesome with additional time allowed. There will be separate prize lists for
TR and F Classes. V-bulls in the F class will score 6. TR shooters will be eligible for the Barbarians Cup, medals
and cash prizes as detailed in the Programme. F Class shooters will be eligible for the Edwards Cup, medals and
cash prizes as detailed in the Programme. The cash prizes will be in proportion to the number of entries in each
class, as detailed in the Programme.

Entered in: LRC   in   c TR   or    c F Class 

TR Classification: c Master c Expert c Sharpshooter c Unclassified
F Class Category c F(O) c F(F)

Also entering in the: c Sierra ISSF Championship c Army & Navy Veterans 

Please note that the schedule does not allow you to fire in both the Long Range Challenge and
the 223/556 Championship. It is possible to fire in both the LRC and the Sierra ISSF Championship.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTRY FEES
Full Entry  (4 shoots) $120.00

(*)    One Day Entry (2 shoots) $ 80.00 on Friday or Saturday (delete one)
(*)    One Range on one day $ 40.00 on Friday or Saturday (specify which)

(*) Accepted if space permits; also if space permits, competitors may enter twice, firing once in TR and 
once in F Class, for one or both days, paying additional entry fees as above. Match tickets will be 
stamped "first" or "second" entry and must be used at the stated times for the stated relays.

ACCOMMODATION AT CONNAUGHT: 
Please complete Section 2 on the main DCRA Individual Entry form.

MEMBERSHIP: DCRA membership and liability insurance requirements are in effect

ENTRY AND FULL PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE DCRA 
NOT LATER THAN 27th JUNE 2008
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The 2008 SIERRA 300m ISSF  Championship

The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association
45 Shirley Blvd., Nepean, ON K2K 2W6

1st Friday , 15th August, 2008

Please transfer all entry information and fees to the main DCRA Individual Entry Form, 
Section 2, Block C. Retain this for your own information.

Entered in: c "F" Class or c "TR"/"ISSF" Class

TR Classification: c Master c Expert       c Sharpshooter c Unclassified

Please note that the schedule will not allow competitors to enter in both the Sierra ISSF Championship 
and the 223/556 Championship.  

It is possible to enter in both the Sierra ISSF Championship and the Long Range Challenge.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTRY FEES

The SIERRA Championship - Thursday 
One Class - which one  _______ $ 65.00

(*) Two Classes- both classes $130.00

The Championship will be fired in two relays, both on Friday morning. As far as possible, all TR/ISSF shooters
will fire in the 1st Relay, starting at 0800, and all F Class shooters in the 2nd Relay. There may have to be some
mixing of classes, if either relay becomes filled. If both relays are filled, an extra relay may be fired on Friday
afternoon to accommodate later entries. If the entry is such that all can be accommodated in one relay, this will
be at 0800.

(*) If space permits, competitors may enter twice, firing in both relays on Friday morning, paying the  
additional entry fees as above. Match tickets will be stamped "first" or "second" entry and must be 
used at the stated times. Multiple entries MUST be made in DIFFERENT Classes

ACCOMMODATION AT CONNAUGHT: 
Please complete the Section on the main DCRA Individual Entry Form.

MEMBERSHIP: Competitors must be members of and have paid liability insurance to either the 
DCRA or the SFC.

ENTRY AND FULL PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE DCRA 
NOT LATER THAN 27TH JUNE 2008

Sponsored by Sierra, "the Bulletsmiths"
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The 2008 Canadian 223/556 Championship

The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association
45 Shirley Blvd., Nepean, ON K2K 2W6

Friday August 15 - Saturday August 16, 2008

Please transfer all entry information and fees to the main DCRA Individual Entry Form, 
Section 2, Block C. Retain this sheet for your own information.

Entered in:  c "F" Class (open) c "F" Class (restricted) c "TR" Class
TR Classification: c Master c Expert c Sharpshooter c Unclassified

Also entering in the: c Army & Navy Veterans

Please note that the schedule does not allow you to enter in the Long Range Challenge, 
Sierra ISSF Championship or Black Powder events on Friday or Saturday

ENTRY FEES:
Full Entry  (6 shoots) $100.00

(*) Single Ranges (specify which) $ 25.00 each

1 - 300y FRI AM 2 - 500y FRI AM 3 - 600y FRI AM
4 - 800m  FRI PM 5 - 800m SAT PM 6 - 900m SAT PM

(*)   Accepted if space permits.

ACCOMMODATION AT CONNAUGHT: 
Please complete the Section on the main DCRA Individual Entry form.

MEMBERSHIP: DCRA membership and insurance requirements are in effect for this event. 

ENTRY AND FULL PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE DCRA 
NOT LATER THAN 27th JUNE 2008

Please note that only rifles using standard 223 Rem or 556 NATO ammunition, with a maximum
bullet weight of 81 gr, are permitted in the "TR" and "F" (restricted) Classes. 

Those in the "F" Class (open) may use any ammunition with any 22 calibre bullet.
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INFORMATION SHEET

These events, at the start and towards the end of the CFRC, are especially designed for, but are not restricted to, newcomers to the
Championships.

Shooters may compete in F-Open, F-Farquharson  (308/223 restricted), FM/T - Factory/Tactical and Target Rifle Classes. 
Refer to DCRA Rules for Class specifications.  

Prizes: awarded to the top shooters in each class, based on the number of entries in each class.

The Early Course Aggregate
Competitors will fire the following (each event has 2 convertible sighters, with the number of shots on score indicated):
First Friday morning, 15th August: 300y (15), 500y (15), 600y (15)
First Friday afternoon, 15th August: 800m (15)
First Friday evening, 15th August, 800m (15)
First Saturday morning, 16th August: 500y (15), 900m (10)
First Saturday afternoon, 16th August: 800m (15), 900m (15), 900m (15)
First Sunday morning, 17th August: 300m (10), 600y (10)
Number of shots on score: 165
Early Course Prize Giving at lunchtime on Sunday 17th August.
Entry Fee: $250

The Later Course Aggregate
Competitors will fire the following (each event has 2 convertible sighters, with the number of shots on score indicated):
Second Thursday afternoon, 21st August: 700m (15), 800m (15), 900m (15)
Second Friday morning, 22nd August: 900m (15)
Second Friday afternoon, 22nd August, 300y (10), 500y (10), 600y (10)
Second Saturday morning, 23rd August: 700m (15), 800m (15), 900m (15)
Number of shots on score: 135
Later Course Prizes will be awarded at the main CFRC Prize Giving on Saturday afternoon.
Entry Fee: $200

Competitors who enter any of the other events at the CFRC are not eligible to enter either of the Short Courses.

Entrants must complete the CFRC Entry Form on which they may also request Accommodation and Meals at Connaught

MEMBERSHIP: DCRA membership and insurance requirements are in effect for this event. 

The 2008 "Short Course Aggregates"

The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association
45 Shirley Blvd., Nepean,  ON   K2K 2W6
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The 2008 Commonwealth Games Selection Trial
conducted by the

The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association
45 Shirley Blvd., Nepean,  ON  K2K 2W6

INFORMATION SHEET

The next Commonwealth Games will be held in India in October 2010. The next Commonwealth
Shooting Federation (CSF) Championships will be held in India probably in October 2009. Final
arrangements for the Fullbore Events have not yet been announced by the Indian Games Authorities.

The DCRA Executive Committee has decided that the shooters to represent Canada in the fullbore pairs and
individual rifle events at the Commonwealth Games and CSFC will be selected as follows:

Qualifying scores will be those in the Canadian Target Rifle Championship (Bisley Aggregate), less the 800
metre ranges of the Norman Beckett and Gibson and the Alexander at 900 metres. The Canadian Target Rifle
Championship (Bisley Aggregate) includes the Gatineau at 900 metres and the 800 and 900 metre ranges of
the Governor General's Final or Bisley Qualifier. 
This will mean that all long ranges in the Commonwealth Games Qualifying Aggregate will be fired 
'shoulder-to-shoulder' by those taking part. 

The scores from  both 2007  and 2008 will be included. The scores of all eligible Canadians in 2007 will
count as Part One of the selection process. For 2008, competitors MUST pre-register on the CFRC Entry
Form for Part Two of the selection process, prior to the start of the Canadian Target Rifle
Championship (Bisley Aggregate). There is no fee for this registration, but only the scores of registered
competitors will be considered.  Mandatory drug testing may take place during or immediately following 
the aggregate at the 2008 CFRC. All those registered for Part Two must be prepared for random drug 
testing at any time during the 2008 CFRC.

A Final Selection Trial will be held on Sunday 24th August 2008 for the top 24 shooters who have 
registered for the selection process. The list of those qualified, with reserves, will be posted on Second
Thursday afternoon. Those intending to shoot must inform the DCRA not later than 1200 hours on
Second Friday. Places will be offered to reserves to replace those who have qualified but who decline to
shoot or who do not inform the DCRA that they will shoot. 

Shooters will fire 10 shots at 300y, 500y and 600y on Second Sunday morning, and 15 shots at 800m 
and 900m on Second Sunday afternoon. The total of all scores will determine placings in the Trial.
Medals will be awarded to the top four shooters.

Following the trial, the top four (4) shooters will be named to the training squad for the CSFC and
Commonwealth Games. They will be required to take part in training sessions in 2009. The manager/coach
will be selected by the Executive Committee, in conjunction with the selected shooters, immediately
following the 2008 trial. It is hoped and intended that three shooters will attend the CSFC in October 2009,
with two being chosen subsequently to represent Canada in the Commonwealth Games Fullbore Events in
October 2010.
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The 2008 DCRA 900 Metre F Class & Open 
International Shooting Tournament

The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association
45 Shirley Blvd., Nepean, ON  K2K 2W6

Monday, 25 August - Wednesday, 27 August, 2008

REGISTRATION FORM

Surname: ________________________________________ First Name & Initial(s): _________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________Country ____________Postal Code________________

Telephone No.___________________________ e-mail: _______________________________________

Entering in: c F(Open) Class or   c F(Farquharson) Class or         c Target Rifle 

or : if you wish to request consideration for entry in another F Sub-Class (please specify):

_________________________________________________________________
Please see the DCRA web site for more details of F sub-classes currently under consideration. 

Please check if you are also likely to enter in the 2008 CFRC: c

ENTRY FEES: Individual Competition $325.00 [payable with this form]
Team Entry Fee $100.00 [payable at Connaught]
Transfer your payment to the main CFRC Entry Form, section 2.

ACCOMMODATION and MEALS AT CONNAUGHT 
Please complete the section on the main CFRC Entry Form.

MEMBERSHIP: DCRA membership and insurance requirements are in effect for this event.

Signature: ______________________________________________

IMPORTANT NOTE: THE DCRA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE HAS INSTRUCTED THAT THE 
2008 F CLASS TOURNAMENT WILL NOT BE HELD UNLESS AT LEAST 40 FULLY PAID
ENTRIES HAVE BEEN RECEIVED BY 1ST MAY 2008. A DECISION WILL BE TAKEN 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THAT DATE AS TO WHETHER THE TOURNAMENT WILL PROCEED.
ALL THOSE WHO HAVE ENTERED WILL BE INFORMED, AND THE INFORMATION POSTED
ON THE DCRA WEB SITE.

Please return this form, along with the main CFRC Entry Form, 
with full payment, to reach the DCRA not later than 1st May 2008.
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The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association
Canadian 900 Metre F Class Open
International Shooting Tournament

25 - 27 August, 2008

In memory of the late George Farquharson (1915 - 1995), 
the 'father' of F Class shooting

Dates: Monday 25th to Wednesday 27th August 2008, immediately after the 2008 Canadian Fullbore Rifle Championships (for F
Class and Target Rifle), at which all are also welcome. 

Location: Connaught Ranges, Ottawa.

Classes of Entry: F(Open), F(Farquharson) and TR Classes, as in current DCRA Rules. Shooters who wish to enter in another F
sub-class, not covered by F(O) or F(F), should contact the DCRA as soon as possible. Please see the DCRA web site for more details
of F sub-classes currently under consideration.   If there is sufficient demand for other classes, the conditions for the Team events
and for prize distribution will be adjusted accordingly.

Rules and Conditions: the Tournament will be run under current DCRA Rules for the Conduct of Fullbore Rifle Competitions, as
published on the DCRA web site, including specifications for rifles and equipment allowed for F(O), F(F) and TR classes. 

Squadding: two relays of pairs - firing alternately. In the event of an 'odd' shooter, he/she will be added to a pair and fire as a three-
some, with additional time being allowed. No competitor will fire 'single-string'. As far as possible, all F(O) shooters will be
squadded together, as will F(F) and TR and other shooters.

Butt Marking: fully included in the Entry Fee - NO competitor marking.

Targets: a modification of the DCRA Long Range target, with a special centre giving: V 5.25", bull (5) 10.5", inner (4) 24", magpie
(3) and aiming mark 48", outer (2) 72", one (1) rest of target, on a 96" by 72" frame.

Scoring: this is an Open Competition with all competitors being scored and listed according to the target rings given above. For the
F(F) and TR and other Classes, class prizes will be awarded on the basis of separate class lists, with the above 'V' and '5' scored as a
'V', the '4' scored as a '5', the '3' scored as a '4', the '2' scored as a '3' and the '1' scored as a '2'.  That is, the separate lists for F(F) and
TR and other Classes will be based on an 'almost' normal DCRA Long Range target. The transformation of scores will be done by
the computer.  

Coached Team Matches during the Tournament: for one coach and four shooting members, preferably from, but not restricted to,
a single nationality; all five members must be nominated in advance of the first team match, but any four of the five may shoot on
each day; substitution from outside the five nominated members is only allowed due to illness or incapacity and if the individual
being replaced also withdraws from the individual competition. Classes of Teams: 'Open' - one or more of those who shoot are in
class F(O); 'F/TR/other' - all shooters are in class F(F) or TR or another Class. If a person nominated as coach will not shoot in the
team on any of the three days, he/she may be in any class. 

Shooting Programme
Subject to availability of markers, practice targets may be available on Sunday 24th August.
Day 1: 2 ss & 15 at 900m, three times, for individuals; 2 ss & 15 at 900m for teams.
*Individuals will be re-squadded by aggregate scores after Day 1 - the top 50% will fire in 2nd Relay on Day 2.
Day 2: 2 ss & 15 at 900m, three times, for individuals; 2 ss & 15 at 900m for teams.
*Individuals will be re-squadded by total aggregate scores after Days 1 & 2 - the top 50% will fire in 2nd Relay on Day 3.
Day 3: 2 ss & 15 at 900m, twice, for individuals; 2 ss & 15 at 900m for teams; followed by the Final Stage for the top 40 individuals
in the individual aggregate, with some places reserved for F(F) and TR and other shooters based on proportion of entry, who will fire
2 ss & 20 at 900m to decide the "Victor Ludorum" and top places in each class. Prize Presentations will follow. Note: the number of
places in the Final will be determined by the number of markers.
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Prizes:
Individual
Daily Aggregates (Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday):
Ties will not be shot off; if scores are tied, equal awards will be made
Open: 1st place, a DCRA Bronze Medal
F(F)/other F Classes:

1st place, a DCRA Bronze Medal
TR Class: 1st place, a DCRA Bronze Medal
Grand Aggregate (which includes the final 20 round match): 
Open Prizes: 1st place, a DCRA Gold Medal

2nd place, a DCRA Silver Medal
3rd place, a DCRA Bronze Medal

F(F)/other F Classes:
1st place, a DCRA Gold Medal
2nd place, a DCRA Silver Medal
3rd place, a DCRA Bronze Medal

TR Class: 1st place, a DCRA Gold Medal
2nd place, a DCRA Silver Medal
3rd place, a DCRA Bronze Medal

2nd and 3rd place awards are subject to there being at least 4 and 8 entries respectively in the Class. In addition, a further 20 DCRA
Bronze medals will be awarded in proportion to the entries in each class. 

Team Grand Aggregate:
Open Teams: 1st place, five DCRA Gold Medals

2nd place, five DCRA Silver Medals
3rd place, five DCRA Bronze Medals

F(F)/other F Classes:
1st place, five DCRA Gold Medals
2nd place, five DCRA Silver Medals
3rd place, five DCRA Bronze Medals

TR Class: 1st place, five DCRA Gold Medals
2nd place, five DCRA Silver Medals
3rd place, five DCRA Bronze Medals

2nd and 3rd place awards are subject to there being at least 3 and 6 team entries respectively in the Class. 

The Prize distribution may be amended if there are sufficient entries in other Classes, and/or when the level of entries in each 
Class is better known.

Post-Prize Giving Reception: Wednesday 27th - snacks included in entry fee, cash bar.

Entry Fee: $(C)325 per individual; $(C)100 per team. Team entry fees are payable at Connaught by noon on Monday 25th August.
The deadline for entries is 1st May 2008. After this date, entries will only be accepted if space is available.

Accommodation and Meals at Connaught: subject to military requirements, barracks accommodation, space for camper trailers
and private tents (no RVs, with regret) should be available at Connaught Ranges. There are many motels and restaurants within 
reasonable distance of the range.

Membership: DCRA membership and insurance requirements are in effect for this event

Important Note: 

The DCRA Executive Committee has instructed that the 
2008 F Class Tournament will only be held if at least 

40 fully paid entries have been received by the DCRA not later than 1st May 2008.

A decision will be taken immediately after that date as to whether the Tournament will proceed. 
All those who have entered will be informed, and the information posted on the DCRA web site.
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THE DOMINION OF CANADA RIFLE ASSOCIATION

2008 NATIONAL SERVICE CONDITIONS CHAMPIONSHIP
45 Shirley Blvd., Connaught Ranges, Nepean, Ontario  

Saturday, September 6th  - Sunday, September 14, 2008

Individual Registration: (to be completed for each competitor) Service # (if applicable)_____________________________________
Name:______________________________________________First Name:_____________________Rank/Title:________________
Personal/Home Address:____________________________________________________________________________________
City:____________________________Prov/State:________________ Country:_______   Postal/Zip Code:____________________
Telephone:  Home: (_____)______________________________Work: (_____)________________________________

Fax: (_____)________________________________E-mail:________________________________________________
Canadian Firearms Licence No.:________________________________________Exp.date:___________________________(d/m/y)
*Non-Resident Firearms Declaration No.___________________________________________________________________
(Number to be issued by Canadian Customs: form to be presented at competition when picking up score cards)

Status: qCF Regular          qCF Reserve           qForeign Military Regular     qForeign Military Reserve
q RCMP                qPolice                    qCivilian

FEE SCHEDULE AND PAYMENT
MEMBERSHIP q Annual  $ 125.00     q Non-Cdn. Civilian $ 75.00        q Already member

q Service (Cdn. & Foreign Military) $ 32.00                     q Police  $30.00         $_________________
MATCH FEE q Service Rifle.......................Competing as a Tyro q Yes      q No     $ 40.00 $_________________

q Precision  Rifle...................Competing as a Tyro q Yes      q No     $ 40.00 $_________________
q Service Pistol......................Competing as a Tyro q Yes      q No     $ 40.00 $_________________
q Rule Book.................................................................................................  $ 10.00               $_________________  

ACCOMMODATIONS (FOR CIVILIANS, POLICE & RCMP) 
Date of Arrival:___________________Date of Departure:__________________________
Accommodation required:                 q Barrack
________nights at $25.00 /night (includes 3 meals per day - no rooms only) $_________________
Gender:         q Male        q Female       Share with:_____________________________

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED..................................................................................$__________________
FORM OF PAYMENT: q Visa       q Master Card         q Amex         q Cheque

________________________________________________________________                  ________________________________
Card #                                                                            Expiry date

Signed:_____________________________________________________________

DCRA Use:  Competitor #_____________
Comments:________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

The National Service Conditions Championship (NSCC) will be held during the week prior to CFSAC.These matches will
decide the Canadian National Champion in each weapon class. All members of the military are encouraged to attend making
the bid for a National Champion even more exciting and giving you an opportunity for some warm up matches before the start
of CFSAC. There is an Open class (all competitors) and a CF/RCMP class. The  Precision/Sniper  matches are the traditional
military matches that have been in place now for several decades. The Service Rifle matches are the same Stage 1 and 2 that
you will be shooting in CFSAC. The Pistol matches are the traditional military matches mixed with combat style matches. To
attend you need only to join the Dominion of Canada Rifle Association (DCRA) by paying the reduced military/police mem-
bership and then entering the matches in which you wish to compete. Your CFSAC Tyro status will not be affected by your
involvement in NSCC.   (See page 8 for schedule of events)
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2008 National Black Powder Championships
DCRA, 45 Shirley Blvd., Nepean, ON      K2K 2W6

Friday, August 15- 1st Saturday, August 17, 2008

Name: ______________________________________________________First Name:_____________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________Country:______________Postal Code/Zip:___________________

Telephone No. Home:(____)___________________________________Work:(____)_______________________________

Fax:(____)_______________________________e-mail:_______________________________________

Firearms Licence/FAC No./Non-Resident Declaration No.____________________________________Exp._______________

(Non-Resident number to be assigned by Canada Customs; temporary permit must be presented by competitor when picking up match tickets)   

THE WILF BLACK CLASS
q The Wilf Black 200 yards
THE CARTRIDGE RIFLE /MUZZLE LOADING CLASS
q The Victorian 300 yards
q The Creedmoor 500 yards
q The Wimbledon I 600 yards
q The Wimbledon II 600 yards

q The BP 700 700 metres
q The Long Range BP I 800 metres
q The Long Range BP II 800 metres
q BP One Thousand I 900 metres
q BP One Thousand II 900 metres

EVENTS / ENTRY FEES IN THE 2008 BLACK POWDER PROGRAMME

DCRA Membership: l Senior  $125.00 l Shooting BP only/Non-Cdn $ 75.00/$95.00 (see pg 2 for details) l Already member$_____________
Competition Entry Fee # of matches ________   @ $  30.00/match  OR
(if entering all 10 matches and are registered before May 31- flat rate of $280.00)........... $_____________
Welcome Back (previous competitors who has not shot BP since 2005) OR Tyro...Deduct $25.00......... $_____________
Late entry fee (after July 2, 2008, if applicable)................................................$60.00....... $_____________
Accommodations ................................................................................................................. $_____________
Awards Luncheon (includes one drink)................................................................$12.00..... $_____________

TOTAL FEES (Canadian Dollars only).................................................................$_____________

FORM OF PAYMENT q Visa q Master Card         q Amex q Cheque 

_________________________________________   _____________________      ____________________________
Card Number Expiry date Signature

GET YOUR ENTRY IN EARLY. SPACE LIMITED TO THE FIRST 40 ENTRIES

ACCOMMODATION REQUIREMENTS 
Accommodation required:                                   q Semi-Permanent Trailers

Share with:___________________________________              SEX:           q Male              q Female

Date of arrival:_____________________________    Date of departure:_______________________

_______ nights @ $25.00 / night for hard quarters      $______________________

For those staying in quarters, three meals per day are included in the price - no exceptions. 
For those competitors who are not in quarters, lunch only will be available for cash in the kitchen.

For further information: please contact Mr. Chris Jones, phone (613) 820-4749, e-mail: chrisandpete@sympatico.ca
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THE CHALLENGE FOR TR

Ric Melling  
(Now Canadian DCRA Member and Ex Brit)

I read with interest two articles in the Summer/Autumn 2007
edition of the Canadian Marksman which each talk about areas

of decay within our fine sport. I refer to Peter Dobell's report from
the choir-stalls and Patty Dahlstrom's Palma musings. The reality,
in my view, is that both writers are looking at different views of
the same malaise. 
It is very clear that in days gone by there were significantly more
skilled shooters from whom to choose a team. That more shooters
existed was due to the number of people both within and leaving
the military, who had an interest in continuing the sport. Believe
me, the UK sport had the same origin and the same sources of
members for many years. What changed in the UK some years
ago was a fundamental realization of the need to recruit, train and
retain new shooters. It is true that they have been most successful
in this regard in their 'captive' audiences of the cadet movements,
allied to quality schools and universities with strong parental and
financial support and a commitment to the sport by the education-
alists, all of whom recognize the potential benefits of shooting as
a sport for young people. By comparison, the Canadian approach
over those same years appears to have been to place reliance upon
equally skilled and well trained cadets to join the sport largely at
their own expense, with limited assistance outside the cadet
movement, in an atmosphere of vilification by educationalists
(and thus their peers and immediate supporters). No doubt we
were doomed to lose our stake money in that gamble! That we
have retained any cadets at all is testament to their enthusiasm for
the sport and pockets of individual generosity.
On balance however, the sum total of challenges and advantages
either side of the Atlantic, in terms of facilities, legal restrictions,
geography  and  costs  involved are comparable as a basket of
hurdles, however, as stated, the British shooting sports woke up to
the need to recruit and train much sooner than did the Canadian
sport. We could spend forever debating why one country has it
easier, but we would end up wasting the very energy we need to
solve OUR problems.
So what about the future? How do we raise a winning Palma
Team, or for that matter even survive as a sport, for the challenge
is the same?  
My view is that we should consider we are starting at ground zero,
recruit whoever we can into the sport, build training schemes and
leverage our more experienced seniors as much as possible and do
anything and everything we can to foster learning and expertise at 

all levels.  By  doing  so  we  may,  if the lessons shown by some 
Olympic  teams  around  the world are to be believed, have the
luxury of picking a first class team from among a strong field of
younger contenders within maybe 5 or 10 years. The key thing is
that it will take that much work and it will take that long because
the  sport  of  Target  Rifle Shooting in Canada has no existing
consistent framework for recruiting and training that we can use
to grow newcomers into superstars.
So what is the cost of achieving this dream?  On the training side,
I would suggest that it would cost a number of senior (in years or
experience) shooters the remainder of their shooting careers at a 
high level if the building blocks are to be conceived and built well.
For the recruiting need, the cost is likely to be spread more among
diverse non-shooting skills, which may be found in any age group
and arguably should be sourced from Generation Y, if that is our
target market (and the Brits have learned that lesson very well).
However, we may even be better served aiming at a different
demographic or age group given the Canadian basket of 
conditions.
Some provinces have started. Very encouraging evidence exists in
Alberta (great YouTube guys!), B.C. and Ontario. Maybe others
exist that are less visible to me in rural Hogtown, but whatever we
have done to date is but a scratch on the surface of what we need
to achieve collectively. We need to pool resources, learn from
each other and build strategies, some of which should doubtless
be supported, sanctioned or even promoted with the stamp of the
'DCRA' as a recognized 'National Body of Excellence' and a long-
known and potentially re-marketable name among the people,
hunters,  plinkers,  housewives, students, Scouts, cadets or who-
ever, who are not yet DCRA Target Rifle shooters and certainly
not yet our candidates for the 2015 or 2019 Palma teams. 
I challenge each  province to come up with two enthusiastic
participants, at least one of whom should be aged under 25, to
create a forum…. A DCRA 'Underground' if you like to call it
so, to see if we can start putting ideas together and brain-
storming what is needed to start building the dream of the
'NEW TR'.

You can contact me by email at  RicAtORA@Yahoo.ca
to volunteer or just plain tell me what you think.

he

History and records of the Palma Match

Colin Cheshire has 9 leather bound copies left of his second edition of the book on 
Palma Match at a cost of £45 including postage and packing. 

If anyone is interested in purchasing a copy please contact him on   c4@cytanet.com.cy 
or write to him at   PO Box 91, 22 Santa Marina, 7743 Psematismenos, Larnaca, Cyprus 
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Ric Melling

Imagine you are a shooter who has just visited a PRA, maybe at
an event, and witnessed 'TR' for the first time. You 'had a go'

and the challenge of shooting TR appeals to you, or perhaps you
are a Cadet whose interest in TR shooting has been generated by
the program at your local unit and a recent visit to Connaught.
One of the key hurdles that you are faced with is 'what is it going
to cost me to start shooting TR?'
If  we are going to answer that question openly, honestly and
completely we are faced with a need to understand the 'Entry Cost'
to Target Rifle Shooting.
Before we start talking numbers and potential solutions, it is
important to understand how prospective participants measure
Entry Costs. My view is that they are measured firstly in terms of
cash flow; 'do I have the cash available now?' and secondly in
terms of risk; 'if it does not work out, how much of my money will
I be able to recover?' Understanding that, we can talk about the
real numbers and the perceptions they generate.
There is no doubt that the highest performance in TR, as in any
other sport, requires the best equipment and the skills to use it.
However, the cost of the best equipment is high and for TR, there
is the added frustration that the equipment is not immediately
available. If we were to face our beginner and say that the very
specialist and previously unheard of equipment they need is going
to cost them $5,000 and can be delivered in 3 to 5 months, they
will almost certainly lose interest in TR very rapidly because that
answer is unlikely to meet either of the Entry Cost criteria or their
expectations. Very few newcomers are likely to have that sort  of
money available to 'speculate' on a new sport, particularly not so
the Cadets.
Compounding that initial perception, we then go on to explain that
they need to buy an obscure rifle they have never heard of; an
RPA or Barnard or Stolle, alone costing some $3,500++  when
built  in  X  weeks  or  months,  which they immediately realize is
so specialized they could never hope to sell for anything like it's
true value. Adding $1,500 to the price of a rifle to cover a single
purpose jacket, complex spotting scope on a  very  special  scope
stand  and  multiple  memberships just compounds the issue and
remember; NONE of these things are available tomorrow at the
local gun shop. The risk is growing by the minute from the new-
comer's perspective.
This perception is largely brought about by the terms of reference
of the average newcomer. Counting the rifles of one make alone
advertised at my friendly gunshop today I see 174 recognizably
familiar  rifles;  each  priced  under $1,300 and ready to use
tomorrow. If I purchased any one and sold it the day after, my
'risk' would be perhaps 25% of the cost, $325 or so. The fact that
none  of  those rifles would be competitive in top-flight TR is
irrelevant as we are talking here about perceptions.
So how can we soften the shock and get the cost of entering TR
back within the acceptable boundaries of risk and affordability? 
The ORA have attempted to achieve this in two ways. 
The first initiative was to make 'Advice Sheets' available to new 
members. There is one for each discipline, plus one about rifles
and one about scope sights. Each explains what you need, what to 

look for, what to avoid and where to go to find things in Ontario.
It  should  be  noted  that  these are not generally published and
certainly not in soft copy, but a service to new members (another
benefit of paying membership), which could easily save them
their membership fees! The cost to the PRA is virtually nothing,
but the value to the newcomer is high. National versions of these
advice sheets could, and perhaps should, be published by the
DCRA  with  input  from  all provinces, listing their suppliers,
vendors, sponsors etc.

The second initiative was to introduce a program called the
'Economy Target Rifle' (ETR). This program operates by the ORA
purchasing a brand new, common, readily available rifle of well-
known value, which they then convert into a TR rifle, retaining all
the original components to preserve the intrinsic value. This rifle
is used by the PRA to introduce newcomers to TR and is always
available for immediate sale to a new TR shooting member, at cost
price. The concept here is that the ETR serves three roles.
1) It is available at events to showcase TR to new   shooters
and for members or guests to use;
2) It is an immediate, affordable solution for the newcomer,
at minimal financial risk; and 
3) It is an adequate performance solution to learn TR, which
can either be developed upon or 'sold on' later.
The ORA has used the Remington 700 VLS and the Savage
12BVSS as suitable 'base' rifles for such a program, each having
a laminated stock and heavy 26" barrel. Other suitable
makes/models exist, the new Savage 12 F/TR for example. The
addition of an accessory rail and handstop, a Maynard foresight
(especially machined to the original barrel dimension, preserving
the core value of the rifle), a bracket, a Central rearsight, sight
inserts and maybe a bedding job brings the cost of a new ETR rifle
to  as  little  as  $1,300,  perhaps  one  third  the price of a new
conventional  TR and much more likely to be within the new-
comers 'available cash' parameter. With a buy-back option on the
sight components, the financial risk for the purchaser is perhaps
less than $300 - a much more acceptable risk. The ORA has sold
3 ETR's to new members in 2 years, with two of those members
now actively shooting TR. 
Most people would immediately jump in here and say 'what about
a good secondhand rifle?' Well, to be honest, I think the newcom-
er is unlikely to know the difference between a bargain and a
'clunkerdump' and I have seen far too many shooters (worldwide)
treat newcomers as a means of cashing in worn out gear; so rather
than disappoint the newcomer or insult the seller, I suggest they
buy new. In any event, a secondhand obscure rifle is still a 100% 

Target Rifle - Surmounting the Entry Cost Hurdle

“How can we soften the shock and get the
cost of entering TR back within 

the acceptable boundaries of risk 
and affordability?”
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JASON SPENCER

Registered Gunsmith

190 Colonnade Road
Nepean, ON

K2E 5J5

Tel: 613-224-6266

Surmounting the Entry Cost Hurdle    (Cont’d from pg 37)

financial risk, however well it is claimed to shoot. Add to that the
truism that people (particularly young people) measure how you
respect them by the apparent quality of the equipment you offer
them to use and you can see why those old clunkers or 'lenders' in
the PRA lockup really do us no favors. The Sportcos and Mausers
of yesteryear, however good in their day, are not the solution here
if  we  are  to  capture  and  develop  the  imagination  of  new
participants.
So in conclusion it would seem that there are a number of steps
that PRA's or indeed the DCRA could take, from within the sport,
to help newcomers surmount the financial hurdle of kitting out for
TR. If we just stop and think like a newcomer and try to recog-
nise the risks and choices from their perspective I am confident
that many more such ideas will surface.

he
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The following list contains the names of those who, either by performance over the past three years or 
by declaration as a Life Master, form the Master Class for 2008.

Name Prov/Country
Ambrose, C.E.  (BC) LM
Anderson, Norm USA **
Andrews, E.S.W. BC LM
Armstrong, David UK **
Arthur, Lindsay NEW ZEALAND **
Ashton, John USA **
Baker, Robin UK **
Ball, Nigel UK **
Barwise, Robert PE LM
Bayne, Charlie NS **
Belanger, Julie ON **
Bendik, Gary ON **
Bergsma. Ed BC **
Berry, Timothy AUSTRALIA **
Bergsma, Ed BC **
Biggs, Danny USA **
Bissonnette, Serge ON LM
Black, Michael UK **
Blake, Daniel UK **
Boehme, Guenter GERMANY **
Boston, Mary UK **
Botha, Willem SOUTH AFRICA **
Bowman, Gary ON **
Bramley, Peter SOUTH AFRICA **
Brasier, Nick UK **
Breedt, Tielman SOUTH AFRICA **
Brown, Colin M. ON LM
Bruwer, Johannes SOUTH AFRICA **
Buchanan, Mark AUSTRALIA **
Bullock, Bruce ON **
Buxton, Lane USA **
Cadden, Douglas AUSTRALIA **
Calvert, David UK **
Cambray, Brian UK **
Cann, George UK **
Carmichael, John UK **
Cathline, Ralph ON LM
Cebula, Leo USA **
Cheshire, CCC UK **
Chittock, Ken NEW ZEALAND **
Chown, Andy UK **
Church, Peter USA **
Cload, Jon UK **
Coetzee, Fredrik SOUTH AFRICA **
Coleman, Danny UK **
Collings, Mike NEW ZEALAND **
Compton, Ed UK **
Cooper, Tyrel UK **
Cotillard, Christopher CHANNEL ISLANDS **
Crandall, David USA **
Crow, Darryl NEW ZEALAND **
Cunningham, Keith ON **
Cuthbert, Robert AUSTRALIA **
Daines, Derek BC LM

D’Amour, Leo QC LM
Davies, David UK **
Davis, William USA **
Dawson, Ron MB **
Decosta, Gerard USA **
De Santis, Peter USA **
Dix, Rupert UK **
Dodds, David SOUTH AFRICA **
Doney, Andy USA **
Dudzinski, Paul BC **
Dugal, Alexander NL **
Dugas, Jacques QC **
Duncan, Gordon AUSTRALIA **
Dunia, Michel USA **
Du Plooy, Willem SOUTH AFRICA **
Du Toit, Jacobus SOUTH AFRICA **
Du Toit, Johannes SOUTH AFRICA **
Dyer, Janice AUSTRLIA **
Dyer, Robert AUSTRLIA **
Dyson, David UK **
Edser, George AUSTRALIA **
Engleman, Jerry USA **
Enslin, Darren AUSTRALIA **
Erasmus, Johannes SOUTH AFRICA **
Faulkner, Garnett UK **
Ferguson, Alan **
Finchman, Rick NEW ZEALAND **
Fourie, Daniel SOUTH AFRICA **
Fourie, Johan SOUTH AFRICA **
Franklin, Johnie USA **
Frazer, Gerry BC **
Frost, Stan SK **
Fugeman, Mike UK **
Gagne, Audrey QC **
Gaines, John USA **
Gallagher, Michelle USA **
Gamboa, Robert USA **
Ganter, Carl AB **
Gauvin, Emmanuel QC **
Gilpin, George IRELAND **
Goldsby, Boyd USA **
Grobler, Johannes SOUTH AFRICA **
Gross, Raymond USA **
Grosskreutz, Geoff AUSTRALIA **
Haasbroek, Petrus SOUTH AFRICA **
Hahn, Greg AUSTRALIA **
Haley, Alastair UK **
Hall, Vicki ON **
Hall, William V. ON LM
Hardin, Carlton USA **
Harless, Josh USA **
Harper, G.R. ON LM
Hayter, Robert SOUTH AFRICA **
Hayter, Trevor SOUTH AFRICA **
Hearn, Laurie NL **

TARGET RIFLE MASTER CLASS FOR 2008
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Name Prov/Country
Henry, Gary USA **
Holden, Peter UK **
Horn, Robert USA **
Hornsby, Peter W. ON **
Horrocks, Dick UK **
Horwood, Bruce CHANNEL ISLANDS **
Hoyle, Alex UK **
Hunter, Tom UK **
Hurd, Sherri USA **
Ippolito, Chris **
Jack, Kitty UK **
Jackson, J.J. USA **
Jacobs, Hendrik SOUTH AFRICA **
Jeens, Edward UK **
Jeens, Henry UK **
Jeens, Richard UK **
Jeffery, James AUSTRALIA **
Jmaeff, Peter SK **
Jonck, Jan SOUTH AFRICA **
Jones, Richard AUSTRALIA **
Jory, Peter CHANNEL ISLANDS **
Kidner, Tim SCOTLAND **
Knappstein, Rolf GERMANY **
Kovac, Joseph USA **
Lair, William USA **
Langille, Barry NS **
Langley, Alexander CHANNEL ISLANDS **
Langley, J.D.S. UK **
Lauterbach, Rudi SOUTH AFRICA **
Law, Pat NEW ZEALAND **
LeBlanc, H.A. NB LM
Legarth, Janine NEW ZEALAND **
Leister, Curt USA **
Lewis, James UK **
Liebetrau, Kyle USA **
Loughnan, Tony NEW ZEALAND **
Lozier, Richard II USA **
Lucey, P.A. UK **
Luckman, Andy UK **
Luckman, David UK **
McCullough, Adam IRELAND **
McKellar, Jack ON **
McLaren, John NEW ZEALAND **
McLean, Alwyn UK **
McQuillan, Ross UK **
Mabon, Allan SCOTLAND **
Mace, Nicholas CHANNEL ISLANDS **
Marion, Alain QC LM
Marshall, John NS **
Maxberry, Mitchell USA **
Messer, Jane UK **
Millar, Martin UK **
Miller, Linda ON **
Mohideen, Fazal ON **
Molnar, Bill ON **
Morris, Gareth (Gaz) UK **
Mullin, Roger ON **
Murray, Scott ON **
Mutch, A.K. NS LM

Nelson, Robert UK **
Newman, Eddie USA **
Norman, John CHANNEL ISLANDS **
Norman, Mary CHANNEL ISLANDS **
O’Connell, Jim USA **
Paetkau, Gordon MB **
Page, Peter  BC LM
Patel, Parag UK **
Paton, James BC **
Payne, John UK **
Perkins, Richard CHANNEL ISLANDS **
Perron, Greg BC **
Pieter, Barend SOUTH AFRICA **
Pitcairn, Robert BC LM
Praslick III, Emil USA **
Pugh, Keith UK **
Pugsley, John UK **
Racine, Lawrence USA **
Raincock, Toby UK **
Rasmussen, Gary USA **
Reeve, Kent USA **
Reid, Mike UK **
Rhynard, Jon UK **
Richardson, Daniel CHANNEL ISLANDS **
Richardson, T.A. QC LM
Roberts, Reg UK **
Robertson, Ian ON LM
Robertson, James AUSTRALIA **
Romses, Roger ON **
Rossignol, Jacques  ON LM
Rossignol, Nicole ON LM
Roth, Bruce SCOTLAND **
Rousseau, Clement QC **
Rowlands, Richard NEW ZEALAND **
Rush, Robert AUSTRALIA **
Samansky, Adam USA **
Sandlant, Rob AUSTRALIA **
Schlam, Barry AUSTRALIA **
Scott, Bruce AUSTRALIA **
Scoones, Rick AUSTRALIA **
Seebohm, Peter UK **
Sekellick, Ron USA **
Sewell, Doran MB LM
Sharman, Bill SCOTLAND **
Shaw, Ian SCOTLAND **
Shouler, Rick UK **
Sims, Andrew AUSTRALIA **
Skelton, Robert AUSTRALIA **
Smith, Bryan SOUTH AFRICA **
Snowden, John NEW ZEALAND **
Solis, Felix USA **
Stebbings, R.N. UK **
Steketee, Robert USA **
Stewart, Richard UK **
Steyn, Sebastian SOUTH AFRICA **
Stock, Peter CHANNEL ISLANDS **
Strachan, W.J.  ON LM
Surette, J.R.A. NB LM
Sweet, Jon UK **
Taylor, Matthew AUSTRALIA **
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Name Prov/Country
Teglasi, Mirko BC **
Theriault, J.C. QC **
Thompson, James ON LM
Tierney, Gerald USA **
Tikkanen, Andy AB **
Tompkins, Middleton USA **
Tompkins, Nancy USA **
Tremblay, Paul QC **
Underwood, Jon UK **
Valentine, Timothy SOUTH AFRICA **
Vamplew, Des ON **
Vamplew, Pat ON **
Van Niekerk, Abraham SOUTH AFRICA **
Van Zyl, Petrie SOUTH AFRICA **
Vann, Brent NEW ZEALAND **
Varve, Vaino ON LM
Venter, Erasmus SOUTH AFRICA **
Verchere, W.F. BC LM
Wagland, Janet AUSTRALIA **

Paul Reibin   DBA
RANGE SPORTS

UNLIMITED

RPA Quadlite
Designed with the gun connoisseur in mind and developed from the Quadlock, the Quadlite can be customized for long
range, varmint, hunting, high power or bench rest shooting. Drawing on over 30 years expertise of extreme accuracy long-
range target actions, the Quadlite’s pedigree is first class.

* A modern smooth shape in a satin black finish that only weighs 
2.26lbs (1.03kgs)     

*A one-piece bolt made from solid alloy steel incorporating a “cocked” tell tail
*Actions drilled to accept a weaver/scope rail or the RPA Trakker rearsight
*A receiver body barrel thread screw cut to 1.0625” x 16 UNS
*A short firing pin travel (3.50mm) that aids fast lock times

(typically 1.5 milliseconds)
*One-piece firing pin made from high tensile steel that uses a coil spring
*Recoil plate has a location lug to allow barrel removal and attachment 

without disturbing the recoil plate position in the bedding
*Quadlight will fit your existing Remington stock with minor modifications

and use many of the same accessories
*Readily accepts most major US triggers
*Available in 0.308” and 0.223”

Fax: (250) 372-3405

Name Prov/Country
Walker, Alexander UK **
Walton, Michael UK **
Watson, James UK **
Webb-Enslin, Gillian AUSTRALIA **
Webster, John UK **
Welford, Ed UK **
Welgemoed, Pieter SOUTH AFRICA **
Westling, Ken BC **
Westlake, Peter ON **
Whalen, Ronald AUSTRALIA **
Whitaker, Thomas USA **
Wong Shui, Mike ON **
Wood, Michael UK **
Woodman, Geoff NF **
Young, Ken AUSTRALIA **
Zinsmaster-Mayo, Noma USA **

Phone: (250) 372-7030 

**      -    Qualified as per CFRC Rule                       
LM   -     Life Master

Shooters Jersey
100% Cotton

*The cotton  rib knit knit jersey is sewn across the shoulders 
and chest to give maximum comfort and support

* Back of sleeve is padded full length to reduce sling pressure  
and reduce elbow fatigue

* Re-designed for more comfort and convenience. 
The exclusive fabric is the same. In neutral cotton (off-white). 
We have added a 2 way zipper for that ‘just right’ comfort  

* 100% cotton allows the body to breath. Helps keep body cool
in hot weather and warmer in cool weather

Shooting Glasses

Olympic Champion
High Tech 

Shooting Glasses 
(patent pending)
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British Columbia Rifle Association
Mr. Dave Adams, President
30199 Silverdale Avenue
Mission, BC  V4S 1H2
Phone: 604-830-0946
Fax: 604-820-1996
e-mail: wdadams@telus.net
e-mail: rpitcairn@bcrifle.org

www.bcrifle.org

Alberta Provincial Rifle Association
Mr. Rob Harrison, President
e-mail: cantac@shaw.ca
Mr. Peter Redstone, Fullbore VP
31 Ranchridge Cresc., NW
Calgary, AB     T3G 1T7
Tel: (403) 239-7629
e-mail: stonetek@shaw.ca

www.albertarifle.com

Saskatchewan Provincial Rifle Association
Mr. Douglas Potter, President
Box 218
Nokomis, SK   S0G 3R0
Tel: (306) 528-4661
Fax: (306) 528-4458
e-mail: phijd@sasktel.net

www.saskrifle.ca

Manitoba Provincial Rifle Association
Mr. John Chapman, President
305 River Road
Winnipeg, MB    R2M 4A1
Tel:  (204) 255-5095
e-mail:  jchapman0@shaw.ca

www.manitobarifle.ca

Ontario Provincial Rifle Association
Mr. Fazal Mohideen
1916 Wildflower Drive
Pickering, ON   L1V 7A7
Tel: (905) 837-7824
e-mail: ora@idirect.com

www.ontariorifleassociation.org

Province of Quebec Rifle Association
Association de Tir de la Province de Quebec
Mr. Jacques Denis, President
105 des Lavandières
St Augustin de Desmaures, QC  G3A 2R3
Tel:(418) 878-4195
e-mail: jacques.denis@globetrotter.net

www.pqra.org

Nova Scotia Rifle Association
Mr. Andrew S. Webber, President
P.O. Box 482
Dartmouth, NS  B2Y 3Y8
Tel: (902) 456-7468
e-mail: nsrifle@ns.sympatico.ca 

www.nsrifle.org

The Royal New Brunswick Rifle Association Inc.
L’Association Royale de Tir a la Carabine du
Nouveau-Brunswick Inc.
Mr. Robert Kierstead, President
Box 181, Station “A”
Fredericton, NB  E3B 4Y9
Tel: (506) 363-5927
e-mail:  bullsi_2000@yahoo.com

Prince Edward Island Rifle Association
Mr. Dale MacLeod
P.O. Box 63
York, PE  C0A 1P0
Tel: 902-629-1234
macleod.installations@pei.sympatico.ca

Newfoundland Provincial Rifle Association
Mr. Jim Renouf
299 Topsail Road
St. John’s, NL   A1E 2B4
Tel:  (709) 579-6635
e-mail: james.renouf@nl.rogers.com

National Capital Region RifleAssociation
21 Shirley Blvd.
Nepean, ON   K2K 2W6
LCol Wm. (Bill) Molnar (ret’d), President
Tel: (613) 592-9361
e-mail: billmolnar@rogers.com
Altn: Mr. Geo Harper (613) 837-9932

www.ncrra.ca

www.rnbra.ca

Please check with the appropriate
PRA’s website 

or telephone for confirmation, 
details and entry forms.

Mr. Geoff Woodman
P.O. Box 40, New Harbour NL  A0B 2P0
Tel  (709) 582-2994     e-mail: gwoodman@nf.sympatico.ca
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APRIL
13th Mission R & G ISSF Club Championship Mission R&G BCRA
19th-20th LMR Dust Off Match Chilliwack BCRA
26th-27th John Howard Memorial Homestead APRA
26th-27th Practice/Training/Work North Star SPRA

MAY

3rd-4th LMR Challenge Match #1 Chilliwack BCRA
4th Open House North Star SPRA
10th LMR Service Rifle Championship Chilliwack BCRA
10th LM Regional Service Rifle Championship Chilliwack BCRA
10th Loyalist/St. John & Westmorland Co. Match Batouche RNBRA
11th LMR Open Challenge Match Chilliwack BCRA
16th-18th 53rd Capital of Canada Match - Shotgun Section Connaught NCRRA
17th Reid-Irving Match - Precision Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
17th Fredericton Centennial Batouche                       RNBRA
17th-18th V.I. Regional Fullbore Championship Nanaimo BCRA
17th-19th Victoria Day Match North Star SPRA
17th-19th Victoria Day Target Rifle and Pistol Competitions Connaught NCRRA
18th-19th Target Rifle Matches (Kennedy & Victoria Day) Bull Meadow NSRA
19th Precision Match Batouche                       RNBRA
24th V.I. Regional Service Rifle Championship Nanaimo BCRA
24th-25th May Day Competitions Homestead APRA
25th RCR Centennial & Inter-Maritime Team Trials Batouche                       RNBRA
30th BC Service Pistol Championship Chilliwack BCRA
31st B.C. Provincial Service Pistol Championship Chilliwack BCRA
31st Webber-Rudland - Service Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
31st-1st June B.C. Service Rifle Championship Chilliwack BCRA

JUNE

1st Military Rifle Match Batouche                       RNBRA
1st-2nd B.C. Provincial Service Rifle Championship Chilliwack BCRA
7th UIT AM - 400V-600V Comp. PM/ISSF Match AM - 400-600 Match PM Valcartier                ATPQ/PQRA
7th Anderson Match - Precision Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
7th G. MacGillivray/Domville Agg. Memorial Batouche RNBRA
7th-8th BC ISSF Sierra Championship Mission R&G BCRA
7th-8th Homestead Match Homestead APRA
7th-8th Long Range Championship North Star SPRA
8th Stapleford & Coleman Match Batouche                         RNBRA
14th Inter-Maritime Trials - Target Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
14th-15th BCRA TR & F Class Challenge Chilliwack BCRA
15th Gunning Match - Service Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
15th ISSF Championships Batouche RNBRA
21st Compétition St  Jean Baptiste/St. Jean Baptiste Match Valcartier ATPQ/PQRA
21st-22nd B.C. Tactical Rifle Championship Chilliwack BCRA
21st-22nd Inter-Maritime Match (Target Rifle) PEI
26th 300m ISSF Championship Homestead APRA
27th-30th APRA Provincial Championship Homestead APRA
28th-29th LMR Challenge Match #2 Chilliwack BCRA
28th-29th DCRA Palma/Sask 300M Championship North Star SPRA
28th Precision Rifle Open Bull Meadow NSRA
29th Canada Day Match - Target Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA

Shooting Schedule 2008
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JULY

5th-6th Long Range Rifle Match Connaught NCRRA
5th-6th NB Annual Prize Meet NB
12th Twinning - Precision Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
12th-13th LMR Mid Range Challenge #2 Chilliwack BCRA
18th-20th Provincial Championship North Star SPRA
18th-20th NS Annual Prize Meet - Target Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
19th-20th LMR Regional TR & F Class Championship Chilliwack BCRA
19th-20th Canadian Match Homestead APRA
25th-26th PEI Annual Prize Meet - Target Rifle PEI
25th-27th Championat  Provincial/Provincial Championship Valcartier ATPQ/PQRA

AUGUST

1st-4th B.C. Target Rifle & F Class Championship Chilliwack BCRA
2nd Ferguson - Cdn Rifle League - Service Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
9th Pratique en Equipe + Match Individuel Valcartier ATPQ/PQRA
16th-17th Alternative Match Homestead APRA
17th DCRA Shotgun Match Connaught NCRRA
23rd Navy/NSRA Challenge - Service Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
23rd MTR Classic Batouche RNBRA
23rd-24th F Class Match North Star SPRA
Aug 30th-Sept 1 Atlantic Championships - Target Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA

SEPTEMBER

6th-8th Prairie Provinces Championship North Star SPRA
12th-14th Tournoi invitation Valcartier / Invitation Valcartier Match Valcartier ATPQ/PQRA
13th Annual “Navy” Matches Nanaimo BCRA
13th-14th APRA Palma Match Homestead APRA
14th Navy Matches & Butchart Shield Nanaimo BCRA
20th-21st Provincial Championships - Service Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
21st All Comers-Fullbore Meeting Saint Antoine RNBRA
27th Purdy & Irish Cup Match - Target Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
28th Sierra ISSF Match - Target Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA

OCTOBER

4th Ishapore Open  - Service Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA
4th-5th Frost on the Pumpkin Gil Hirst Memorial Homestead APRA
18th Provincial Championships - Precision Rifle Bull Meadow NSRA

Please check with the appropriate PRA’s website  or telephone for confirmation, details and entry forms.

ATPQ/PQRA
The ATPQ/PQRA is pleased to announce their new Sporting
Program that will be underway on the 20th of April.  Please
check their website (www.pqra.org) for dates and times.  It is
hoped new members will be attracted. The base is supporting the
ATPQ/PQRA  in  this  endeavour with range facilities and
changing the caliber limitation to under 300 mag.

Notes:
APRA - One day free clinic - new shooter days on May 10th,
June 14th, July 26th, September 20th and One Day Fullbore
Practice and Wind Coaching Exercise on May 11th, June 15th,
July 27th, September 21st. For further information on APRA
events, contact Peter Redstone (403) 239-7629 or Glen Taylor
(780) 446-2239.
MPRA
Dates not know at time of printing. Please check the website or 
contact a representative of Manitoba.
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THE DOMINION OF CANADA RIFLE ASSOCIATION
L'ASSOCIATION DE TIR DOMINION DU CANADA

DRAFT MINUTES / PROCES-VERBAL 

2007  ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
ASSEMBLEE GENERALE ANNUELLE 2007
HELD AT CONNAUGHT RANGES, OTTAWA

SATURDAY MARCH 31ST 2007

Chairman: MGen (Ret'd) T. F. de Faye 
Recording Secretary (Ret'd) Maj William A. (Bill) Plouffe 

In Attendance:
Julie Belanger, Colin Brown, Daniel Chisholm, Alan Clarke, Jacques Dugas, Fred Ellis, Stan Frost, Peter Jmaeff, Chris Jones, Bob
Kierstead, Andy Kolenko, Alain Marion, Bob McInnis, Bill Molnar, Roger Mullin, Fred Nachbaur, Sandy Peden, Doug Potter, Leo
Poulin, Paul Reibin, Murray Sloane, Steven Stewart, J.C. Theriault, Edie Vamplew,  Pat Vamplew, Van Varve, Edson Warner, Peter
Westlake, Ken Westling

ITEM 1 - CALL TO ORDER AND OPENING REMARKS
1. The President called the meeting to order at 1000 hours and requested the 29 members present to observe a one-minute silence
in memory of our members, friends and associates who have passed away during the past year. These included: Flight Lieutenant Mike
Pearson, Dr. Ellen MacGillivray, Don Whiteman, John Malcolm Buchanan, Edith Dyas Brown, Bill Kayne, Bert Rollins, Wrex Tarr,
Wulf Shattenberg, Millard Allan Smith, Tommy Richardson, David Drummond (Kenya), Gilles Brousseau, David Heany, Maj. Derm
Wilson, and MGen Bruce Legge.  

2. The Chairman then addressed the meeting. His opening remarks are attached as Annex A.

ITEM 2 - STATUTORY DECLARATION OF NOTICE OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
3. At the request of the Chairman, the Statutory Declaration of the Notice for the Annual General Meeting was read. The Act of
Incorporation of this Association 63-64 Victoria Chapter 99 (Assented to July 7, 1900) requires an Annual General Meeting of the
Members of the Association. Moreover, Chapter 7 of the By-Laws states that an Annual General Meeting will be held to deal with cer-
tain specific business.  The Summer/Fall 2006 Issue of the Canadian Marksman announced that the 2007 annual meeting would be held
at the Connaught Ranges on Saturday March 31st, 2007 at 1000 hours. This meeting, now assembled, fulfills all these requirements.

ITEM 3 - APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
4. The Chairman asked if there were any additions to the agenda. 

ITEM 4 - ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF APRIL 1st 2006

5. The minutes of the last Annual General Meeting were presented for approval, having been made available to those present in
their registration package. It was noted that paragraph number 32 was missing from the printed copy provided and this was corrected.

ITEM 5 - ANNUAL REPORT
6. The Chairman pointed out that each member present received a copy of the Annual Report of the Association upon registra-
tion and suggested that each member read it at their convenience.  It is attached as Annex B. The Executive Director agreed to provide
membership numbers for the NCRRA in the report.

ITEM 6 - REPORTS FROM THE PROVINCIAL RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS
7. The Provincial Rifle Associations provided their reports. These reports are attached at Annex C. The President noted that rep-
resentatives from Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and Alberta and were unable to attend. A written
report from Nova Scotia was provided and read to the meeting by the Executive Director. A report from Alberta was received after the
meeting for inclusion.

MINUTE 01/07 It was moved by M. Jacques Dugas and seconded by Mr. Paul Reibin that the agenda be approved as presented.
CARRIED

MINUTE 02/07. It was moved by Mr. Paul Reibin and seconded by LCol (Ret'd) Bill Molnar that the minutes of the Annual
General Meeting of April 1st 2006, as corrected, be approved. CARRIED
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ITEM 7 - COMMITTEE REPORTS
Executive Committee
8. Mr. Stan Frost, Executive Vice President, gave a detailed overview of the activities of the Association during the past year.
His report is attached as Annex D.
Shooting Committee 
9.          The reports on National/International Teams, Bisley Teams, Palma Team, Winter Programme, Canadian Championships,
Black Powder, Service Rifle, Coaching, ISSF 300m, Rules and are attached as Annex E.
Administration Committee
10. LCol Bill Molnar presented the report of the Administration Committee. He expressed hope that the cost reduction plan
being implemented would achieve its aim and that further cost reduction in the mid term period would not be needed. 
11. It was reported that as of 1 November 2006 the Millennium Fund balance was approximately $135,000.
12. The SFC has been advised of a rental increase and the Executive Vice President advised that he is in contact with the SFC
President, Reg Potter.
13. Mr. Alan Clarke reported that a review of the web site will be conducted in the future. 
Membership Committee
14. Mr. Alan Clarke reported that the PRAs consider membership fees an urgent issue that needs consideration. He stated that it is an
item that the Council and Executive should examine.
Honours and Awards Committee
15 Maj (Ret'd) Colin Brown announced that he had the honour of approving the issue of a 50 year badge to Mr. Des Vamplew,
Mr. Don Sewell and Mr. Hank Carty.
16.

17.

18. In response to a questions concerning the criteria and guidelines for the bestowal of Life Governor honours, Maj (Ret'd)
Colin Brown replied that the number of life governors has remained steady at about twenty and that each nomination is considered
on its own merits.
19. M. Alain Marion reminded those present that the Hall of Fame needs to be brought up to date, biographies updated and the
display refurbished.

ITEM 8- VOTE OF THANKS
20.

MINUTE 03/07 It was moved by Maj. (Ret'd) Colin Brown and seconded by LCol (Ret'd) Bill Molnar  that LGen (Ret'd) C. H.
Belzile's contributions to the DCRA be honoured and recognized by conferring the title and privileges of Life Governor of the
DCRA upon him.         CARRIED

MINUTE 04/07 It was moved by Maj. (Ret'd) Colin Brown and seconded by Mr. Paul Reibin that Dr. J. Tetlow's contributions to
the DCRA be honoured and recognized by conferring  the title and privileges of Life Governor of the DCRA upon him.  CARRIED

MINUTE 05/07. It was moved by M. Alain Marion and seconded by Dr. Jim Thompson that the Association officially show its
gratitude to the following individuals and organizations;
VOTE OF THANKS
Her Excellency The Right Honourable Michaëlle Jean, C.C., C.M.M., C.O.M., C.D.
for her generous contributions towards the prize list, and for serving as our Patron.
The Minister of National Defence and the staff of the Department for their cooperation and assistance during the year.
The Macdonald Stewart Foundation for their continued support by contributing to the prize list, and hosting the Macdonald Stewart -
DCRA dinner, and above all for their continued generous interest in and support of the Macdonald Stewart Pavilion at Bisley.
The Bank of Montreal for their contribution towards the prize list.
The Brewers Association of Canada for the Challenge Trophy and cash prizes.
To Sierra Bullets for their generous contribution to the ISSF Prov and National Championships in  Sierra 300m Championships.
To Sinclair International for its contribution of prizes for the 2006 F Class Tournament.
To Colt Canada Ltd for their support of the NSCC
And to the many individuals, too numerous to list, who have contributed time and money towards our activities.

Son Excellence le Très Honorable Michaëlle Jean, C.C., C.M.M., C.O.M., C.D., pour sa généreuse contribution à la liste des prix et
pour avoir été un des Patrons de l'Association.
Le Ministre de la Défense et le personnel de son ministère, pour leur coopération et leur aide durant l'année
La Fondation Macdonald Stewart, pour leur contribution à la liste des prix, pour le dîner Macdonald Stewart et surtout pour l'intérêt
et la générosité qu'ils manifestent dans l'entretient du Pavillon Macdonald Stewart à Bisley.
La Banque de Montréal, pour sa contribution à la liste des prix.
L'Association des Brasseurs du Canada, pour son trophée et les prix en argent.
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(Secretarial Note: Appreciation is also acknowledged and accorded to  Mike Apostoliuk, Marstar Canada Inc.    for their provision of prizes in support of the 2006 NSCC)

ITEM 9 - PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
21. Mr. Ken Westling presented the financial statement for the year ending 31 October 2006 which is enclosed and reviewed the
statement provided, highlighting some items and answering questions from the members:

a. Balance Sheet.     The Comptroller outlined the need to keep some of the assets designated as committed funds in an avail-
able state for the purpose of maintaining cash-flow requirements. Interest of 4% was paid to the funds during the reported FY.
b. Pavilion Receivable.     In the coming year, some rent will be collected from The Canadian Pavilion at Bisley Ltd. and
approximately $7500.00 will be applied against this item to reduce the amount receivable.
c. Investments Note 3. The DCRA is holding a donation of stock and it is being shown as an investment rather than a 
donation. When it is cashed it will be shown as a donation and applied to DCRA operations.
d. Committed Funds. The Comptroller reminded that some of the funds listed are holding funds, such as the Palma Team
fund.
e. Trading. LCol (Ret'd) Bill Molnar asked why the income for target rental by the NCRRA is reported as $700 vice $800.
The Comptroller will investigate and report.
f. CFRC.      Although the net profit was less than projected, because of a smaller foreign team attendance than forecast, it
was noted that expenses were reduced and a net profit of $21,140.82 was achieved.
g. NSCC and Black Powder.     Both activities resulted in a small net loss, due to less than forecast entry income.
h. Grounds and Maintenance. DCRA headquarters maintenance cost were a result of having the interior repainted, at a very
good price.  
i. Macdonald Stewart Pavilion. The Comptroller noted that we will levy a rental payment to DCRA of approximately
$7500 that will be credited to the 2006/07 statement and that the pavilion is carrying its own expenses and was not an expense to
DCRA as in the past years.
22.

ITEM 10 - PRESENTATION OF BUDGET
23. The presented budget, with one adjustment that does not alter the bottom line, was examined and approved by the
Executive Committee in November 2006 for presentation at this meeting. The membership was asked to approve the budget for  
recommendation to Council out to 31 October 2008. The figures beyond that date are for planning purposes only.  The Comptroller
reviewed the budget and highlighted certain items and answered questions from the membership:
a. Entertainment. To better reflect the cost of the official Palma dinner, line 5080 was changed to $15,000 and the loss/ gain
at the bottom of page 9 accordingly amended to $44,432. 125 tickets at $60.00 will be made available for purchase by those who are
not Palma Team members.
b. Membership.     Membership revenue reflects a decision to not increase dues from those of the previous membership year.
c. CFRC Entry Fees. The projection is based on an entry of 500 competitors. For worst case reckoning support costs have
been calculated using an entry of 540.
d. PALMA.     ICFRA does not permit us to make a large profit on these events, over 10-15%.
e. Black Powder. A net profit margin of 25% is forecast.
f. NSCC Line 4724. The projections from FY 2007/08 are based on the award of a contract from DND to support CFSAC.
If this does not occur, the revenue and expenses will be adjusted accordingly.
g. Pavilion No projection other than a break even operation has been forecast until the situation with a new management
team is assessed at the end of this FY.
h. Allocation Transfer. The comptroller called everyone's attention to the fact that the procedure of allocating a support cost
to activities, with the exception of the Bisley Team, was approved last year and that accordingly there is no revenue to General
Revenue starting this FY.
i. SFC Rent. The SFC has been advised of a rent increase of $1000 per year effective 1 May 2007.
j. Audit Fees. $6000 has been budgeted for the conduct of an audit this FY but it may be deferred a year.
24.

Sierra Bullets, pour sa contribution à la liste des prix provinciale et national pour la compétition "Sierra 300m Championnat".
Sinclair International pour sa contribution à la liste des prix pour la compétition Tournoi de  F Classe 2006.
Colt Canada pour sa contribution á compétitions de tir aux armes portatives
Ainsi qu'à toute les personnes qui ont contribué de leur temps et de leur argent pour assurer le succès de nos activités.

CARRIED

MINUTE 06/07 It was moved by Mr. Ken Westling and seconded by Mr. Paul Reibin that the Financial Statement for the year
ending 31 October 2006 be recommended to Council for approval CARRIED.

MINUTE 07/07 It was moved by Mr.  Ken Westling and seconded by M. Jacques Dugas that, in accordance with By Law
6.03, the budget and projection  to end FY 2010/2011 be approved as presented for recommendation  to Council. 
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25. Membership Rates.     Several members provided their advice that Associate Member rates for Canadian shooters, who for 
the most part do not participate in DCRA national events was too high and a detriment to increasing membership. Dr. Jim Thompson  
advised that as we have already started collecting and processing 2007/08 memberships that it was too late to change rate for this
year. 
26.

27. The chairman referred the matter of membership fees to the Council for consideration.

ITEM 11 - APPROVAL OF ACTIONS OF COUNCIL AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES 
28.

ITEM 12 - REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE  
29. M. J. C. Theriault presented the report of the Nominating Committee. It is attached as Annex F:
30.       There being no new nominations received or resignations for the positions of President, Executive Vice President and
Comptroller the incumbents remain in office for the 2007/08 year and are in accordance with DCRA Constitution and by laws, 
members of Council.
31. M. Jacques Dugas proposed the slate of nominees to Council for the term 2007 to 2009 recorded at Annex F. After a call for
any further nominations, and none being received, the 2007/09 slate of nominees was presented to the membership for consideration.

32.

33.
ITEM 13 - DATE OF NEXT GENERAL MEETING
34. It was announced that the 2008 Annual General Meeting will be held on Saturday, April 5th, 2008.

ITEM 14 - NEW BUSINESS
35. DCRA Rule Book. Dr. Roger Mullin reported that work, thanks to Alain Marion and Mrs. Julie Belanger, on the transla-
tion of the DCRA Rule Book is progressing. In response to a question from Mr. Dan Chisholm, Dr. Roger Mullin replied that in
compliance with Canadian law and custom that the English version would be the deciding source if there was a question of rule
interpretation.
36. Palma Ammunition. Mr. Peter Jmaeff asked about the quality of the ammunition being provided for the conduct of the
Worlds Veterans' Championship. It was explained that M. Serge Bissonnnette has made arrangements with Hornady for a new batch
to be provided with a higher velocity and that he and M. Alain Marion will test a sample production when received.
37. Hall Of Fame. M. Alain Marion recommended that the Hall of Fame Committee be rejuvenated with new members and
that it be brought up to date.  The President referred the matter to Council for consideration. M. Alain Marion suggested using the
Hall of Fame as a way to encourage cadet continuance in the sport and that a tour for cadets be arranged as part of their summer at
Connaught.

ITEM 15 - ADJOURNMENT 
38. The Chairman thanked all who have provided their talents and time over the past year and to the staff for the preparations
for the meeting. 
39. A motion having been made by LCol (Ret'd) W. J. (Bill) Molnar and seconded by Maj. (Ret'd) Colin Brown, the meeting
adjourned. 

W. A. Plouffe,
Recording Secretary

Executive Director

MINUTE 08/07 It was moved by Mr. Ken Westling and seconded by M. J. Dugas that membership rates now in effect remain
unchanged until 1 April 2009. DEFEATED

MINUTE 09/07 It was moved by Mr. Daniel Chisholm and seconded by Mr. Paul Reibin that the actions of the Council and the
Executive Committee during FY 2005/2006 be approved. CARRIED

MINUTE 10/07 It was moved by M. Jacques Dugas and seconded by Ms Julie Belanger that the following individuals be
acclaimed as Council members for the term 2007 to 2009:  Mr. Alan Clarke, Mr. Paul Reibin, Mr. Des Vamplew, M. Jacques Dugas,
Mr. Jack McKellar, Mr. Daniel Chisholm, Dr. Roger Mullin, Mr. Ian Hogg, Mr. Andy Kolenko and Mr. Roger Romses.   CARRIED

MINUTE 11/07 It was moved by M.  J. C.  Theriault   and seconded by Mr. Dan Chisholm that Mr. Alan Clarke, Mr. Peter
Westlake and M. J.C. Theriault be elected as members of the 2007/08 Nominating Committee.                                       CARRIED
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THE DOMINION OF CANADA RIFLE ASSOCIATION
L'ASSOCIATION DE TIR DOMINION DU CANADA

DRAFT MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE 
SEMI-ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

CONDUCTED ON 19 AUGUST 2007 AT CONNAUGHT RANGE

Chairman Dr. Jim Thompson
Recorder Mr. William Plouffe

In Attendance: 37 members

ITEM 1 - OPENING REMARKS

1. The Chairman offered greetings to all on behalf of the President who was unable to attend. He advised that questions or
concerns were welcome at  Item 4 and he encouraged participation.

ITEM 2 - APPROVAL OF MINUTES
2

ITEM 3 - EVENT REPORT

3. 2007 Bisley Team The Team Commandant, Mr. Pat Vamplew, briefed the SAGM on the significant aspects of the
2007 Bisley Team deployment and shooting. He commenced by thanking all who put their trust in him and elected him as
Commandant.  He thanked his adjutant, Dr. Roger Mullin, for his able assistance. He briefed that the team conducted a training camp
at Connaught Range  and that some members deployed early for visiting team matches while others came to Bisley at the conclusion
of the Palma Team training camp. 
4. This year the Canadian Army Team stayed at the Pavilion and there was a short overlap time when both teams were in 
residence. He recounted the wet weather and floods encountered and difficult shooting conditions encountered. He made special
mention of Mr. John Marshall who made his first trip to Bisley 50 years ago and this year made it into the Queen's Final, along with
Bruce Bullock, Jeff Jenkins and Scott Murray.
5. He thanked the spouses who accompanied the team and who were of great help in organizing the social events at the
Pavilion. He noted great team cohesion, positive managers and that the army team was welcomed and that shared accommodation is
feasible and welcomed. He noted some  items that require the attention of the DCRA and Pavilion Management: a proper stainless
table for food preparation, a proper refrigeration system and roof repair (again).

2008 CFRC
6. Jim Thompson briefed that at the recent Executive meeting the format for 2008 was discussed and the following was
approved: return to the 2005 format/schedule, a one day Commonwealth Game trial to be conducted on the second Sunday and then
a three day F Class open tournament will follow. 
2009 Commandant
7. The Executive Vice President announced the election of Peter Westlake as the 2009 Bisley Team Commandant.

ITEM 4 - NEW BUSINESS
Match Committees

8. The 2007 Match Committees were selected by the Executive Committee and the names of the committee members have
been posted on the DCRA notice boards.
9. Mr. John Chapman asked why the lunch meal was served on 18 August when it had been advertised that there was to be
no meal. The Executive Director explained that he advertised what had been directed by the Camp headquarters but that the kitchen
was working on their own direction.
10. Mr. John Chapman advised of problems with the spotting discs and pins.(Executive Note: This is a  matter that will have to
be looked at for 2008 as although the pins are used at Bisley and are available for purchase from  them, they are being consumed
rapidly and blown away).  Mr. Paul Reibin recommended, at least for short distances, a pressure sensitive pealable- adhesive disc.

MOTION It was moved by Mr. Paul Reibin and seconded by Mr. Peter Jmaeff that the Minutes of the SAGM meeting of 
20 August 2006 be approved as presented  CARRIED
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HIGGINSON POWDERS INC.
FORMERLY AMMOMART LTD.

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED SINCE 1898

HIGGINSON POWDERS INC.
Distributes

Hodgdon Powders nationally,
at the “LOWEST PRICES” in Canada.

Shipping is Pre-Paid on powder orders over
21 lbs. to most Loomis Points nationally.

Hodgdon Extreme Powders...................$23.00/lb

Hodgdon Surplus Powders....................$14.00/lb

Please call or fax for complete price listings.

We stock all Lee Precision tools, Bushnell
Optics, and most Hornady Bullets.

2708 Hwy. 34
Hawkesbury, Ontario  K6A 2R2

Tel: (613) 632-9300               Fax: (613) 632-5666
Toll Free Fax Order Line: 1-888-308-4350

www.higginsonpowders.com

SAGM Minutes 19 August 2007 Cont’d.

11 Patricia Dahlstrom asked why there was no Canadian Team booklet. It was explained that this was a team decision but the
office would publish the team lists for each competing nation on the DCRA bulletin board.

12.        Mr. Peter Hornsby briefed all on the Japanese team that will be attending the WLRC and asked for helpers to assist him in 
orienting the team on arrival.

13.

ITEM 5 - ADJOURNMENT 

14. A motion having been made by Mr. Peter Redstone and seconded by LCol (ret'd) Bill Molnar the meeting adjourned. 

William A. Plouffe
Executive Director

MOTION  A vote of thanks to the office staff for all their work in preparing for this competition was moved by Mr. Paul Reibin and
this was unanimously seconded and approved.                                                                                                             CARRIED
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The following memorials for some of our comrades have been provided courtesy of members
who knew them and wish to share their lives with you.

Farewell to...
We regret to inform you about the passing of the following members and friends of The DCRA - since the

publication of our last edition.
Reta Cathline - September 23, 2007

-wife of Ralph Cathline

Josephine B. Colibaba - December 2007 
- widow of  Jon who passed away in 1991  

Henry (Hank) Carty - December 6, 2007

Jack Clinton   - Feb 8, 2008

Bill Sharman - February 24, 2008

Hank   passed   away   at   his home on December 6, 2007. Hank became heavily involved in
competitive, fullbore target shooting, becoming a member of the DCRA in 1951 and remained

a  member for the next 56 years until his death. Hank held several offices and titles during his life
in competitive shooting. He also received a number of awards throughout his shooting career, not
only for his competitive excellence, but also for his contribution to the sport.  Hank travelled to
England for the Bisley Prize Meet in 1981, fulfilling a lifelong goal. In 1984, and again in 1988, he
was a member of the Canadian Rifle Team, which travelled and competed extensively throughout
New Zealand and Australia.  He  was  also  very  proud of his roles as military team-shooting coach
(1953-57);  army  cadet coach for the 1226 For Garry Horse Cadet Corps (1974-1984); and as a
commanding officer for the same unit.
Our deepest sympathies to his family.

Henry (Hank) Carty

On February 8 the shooting world lost a long-time competitor, coach, official and builder with the passing of Jack Clinton at age
83. Jack was a life-long member of the Maple Leaf Marksmen Club in St. Catherines, Ontario, and a major player in  the  con-

struction  of an excellent 50-metre ISSF range and a clubhouse with a 10-metre air rifle range.  Jack was one of the few people I knew
with a Shooting Federation classification card with all the rifle and pistol events filled in. In the early 1970s Jack got into officiating
and was chief range officer for the Smallbore National Championships from 1975 to 2000.  He  was  also  a  coach, progressing from
club coach to provincial coach to national coach and with Bruce Wilkins coached the national Smallbore Rifle Team from 1976 to 1998.
He was head coach of the rifle team for the 1986, 1990 and 1998 Commonwealth Games, a well as several European tours in the 1980s.
Jack was invited to do coaching clinics for a number of countries, including Australia, New Zealand, Bermuda, and Trinidad and
Tobago. Jack was also an accredited ISSF technical delegate, performing such tasks as chief range officer, equipment control and jury
member at various ISSF events from the 1976 Olympics to the 1994 Commonwealth Games.

Jack was a friend and mentor to many DCRA shooters who came up through the ranks in smallbore. He will be sorely missed.
-submitted by Stan Frost

The shooting world lost one of its best on February 24 when Bill Sharman passed away at 65, after battling     cancer for nearly two
years. Bill, known to many as Womble, was a fine shot in both Target Rifle and Match Rifle and a superb coach. He started his

shooting career with the RAF Target Rifle Club and continued shooting and coaching for Scotland and Wiltshire after leaving the RAF.
(Typically, he suggested it was time to get out when his flight log had three more take-offs than landings.) Bill took over as the main
coach for Scotland from Arthur Clarke. He coached and shot for Scotland in several Elcho Shield victories and for Great Britain in
Woomera Trophy victories against Australia. He will be remembered by many Canadians as the Captain of the Scottish Team to Canada
in 2005. Bill was a connoisseur of fine wines and a generous host. He and his wife Wink frequently entertained many Canadian Bisley
Team members (and others) at their caravan near Stickledown. Who can forget being offered a glass of vino collapso ("every case
comes with a white stick and a Labrador") when arriving for one of their Sundowners (barbecues)? Bill's ready wit and oft-times bizarre
sense of humour made him the life of any party.

Bill's passing leaves a large hole in the Scottish Rifle Association and at Bisley. Things will not be quite the same without him. 
Our deepest sympathies go out to Wink.                                                                                                        -submitted by Stan Frost

Bill Sharman

Jack Clinton 
hehe

hehe
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Targets Available    Please check with office for prices

Short Range Target Faces
Mid Range Target Faces
Long Range Target Faces
300 yard Wear Centres
300 metre Wear Centres
500 yard Wear Centres
500 metre Wear Centres
600 yard Wear Centres
600 metre Wear Centres
Long Range Wear Centre
800 yard Wear Centre
ISU Target Faces
ISU Wear Centres
Plotting Diagrams      

Miscellaneous Prices
Golf Shirts $30.00
T-Shirts $14.00
Caps $12.00
Cdn Flag Pins $  1.50
Maple Leaf Pins $  1.50
Double flag Pins-Canada & another country $  1.75
DCRA Lapel Pin $  3.00
Parliament Buildings Pin $  1.50
Tulip Pin $  1.50
Maple Leaf Hat Badges $  7.50
Trigger Locks $10.00
Bolt Flags $ 1.50 
Water Bottles $  3.00
DCRA Keepsake Stamp Sheet $24.00
DCRA Stamp Sheet (40 - 1st Class Cdn postage) $35.00
DCRA Mug $  5.00
DCRA Desk Flag $  7.50

MISCELLANEOUS
Woodman’s Sea Products Ltd......................................................7
Guthrie Woods Products Limited...............................................12

RESTAURANTS
The Cheshire Cat Pub.................................................................23
The Cock’n Bull Pub & Eatery..................................................20
The Mongolian Village..............................................................11
Ralph & Sons Diner...................................................................12
The Royal Oak Pub.....................................................................38
Zola’s Restaurant and Fresh Pasta Shop...................................6

ACCOMMODATIONS
Comfort Inn Ottawa West..........................................Back Cover
Days Inn Ottawa West .............................................................36

SHOOTING
Cibles Canada Targets................................................................8
Gunco.........................................................................................38
HPS Ltd......................................................................................33
Higginson Powders Inc..............................................................50
Wayne Mitchell.........................................................................11
Range Sports Unlimited....................................Covers, 4,7,21,41
Robertson Composites Inc........................................................38
Sierra Bullets..............................................................................23

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
and tell them you saw it in the Canadian Marksman

Full 1/2 Page 1/3 Page 1/4 Page Business Card
Canadian Marksman $250.00 $145.00 $110.00 $  75.00 $  45.00
Bisley Book $125.00 $  75.00 $  60.00 $  40.00 $  25.00
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advertise in the Canadian Marksman, please have them contact the

Dominion of Canada Rifle Association office. 
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DCRA Tuck Shop

Prices do not include Shipping & Handling.
To order, please contact the

Dominion of Canada Rifle Association
Tel: (613) 829-8281      Fax: (613) 829-0099
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